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For the past fifteen years, search engines like Google have been the dominant way of finding information online. However, search engines break down when presented with complex information needs expressed as natural language questions. Further, as more people access the web from mobile devices with limited input/output capabilities, the need for software that can interpret and answer questions becomes more pressing. This dissertation studies the design of Open Question Answering (Open QA) systems that answer questions by reasoning over large, open-domain knowledge bases.

Open QA systems are faced with two challenges. The first challenge is knowledge acquisition: How does the system acquire and represent the knowledge needed to answer questions? I describe a simple and scalable information extraction technique that automatically constructs an open-domain knowledge base from web text. The second challenge that Open QA systems face is question interpretation: How does the system robustly map questions to queries over its knowledge? I describe algorithms that learn to interpret questions by leveraging massive amounts of data from community QA sites like WikiAnswers. This dissertation shows that combining information extraction with community-QA data can enable Open QA at a much larger scale than what was previously possible.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The growth of the web has revolutionized the way people access information. For the past fifteen years, search engines like Google have been the dominant way of finding information online. Search engines allow people to quickly filter the entire web to just small collection of pages that are most relevant to their needs. Research in the field of information retrieval and billions of interactions with real users have resulted in search engines that are fast, accurate, and can serve information about any imaginable topic.

However, the search engine model for information access breaks down for more complex information needs. For example, consider the following question:

Q1: What is illegal in the US but legal in Mexico?

Figure 1.1 shows the output of the Google and Bing search engines for this question. Neither search engine returns a page containing an answer, instead returning pages that are only indirectly related to the question.

Why are Google and Bing unable to answer Q1? First, search engines perform keyword search, and are not designed to handle full, natural language questions. Second, search engines assume that the answer to a question will be explicitly stated on a single web page. For common questions like “What is the capital of France?” this assumption generally holds—the web is large enough that the most frequently asked questions are explicitly answered in text. However, for rare or previously unseen questions, there will be no single page that directly provides an answer. Systems like Wolfram|Alpha can handle some complex information needs, but are often brittle and lack knowledge (as shown in the bottom of Figure 1.1). As it stands, the only way to answer a question like Q1 is to issue multiple queries to the search engine (e.g., “legal in the US”, “illegal in Mexico”, or even “against the law in Mexico”), skim the resulting pages, and manually combine evidence to obtain an answer. Today’s search engines are fundamentally unable to answer these types of questions.
Figure 1.1: Search engine results for the question “What is illegal in the US but legal in Mexico?” using Google (top), Bing (middle), and Wolfram|Alpha. Retrieved on May 1, 2014.
The focus of this dissertation is the design of Question Answering (QA) systems that can directly answer questions like Q1. Instead of mapping keyword searches to a list of documents, QA systems use knowledge to map natural language questions to a list of direct answers. For example, a QA system might map Q1 to the answer “Cuban cigars” by interpreting the question as

“Find a concept $x$ such that: $x$ is illegal in the US $\land$ $x$ is legal in Mexico,”

and then searching its knowledge to find that $x = “$Cuban cigars.”$”

Question Answering offers two main advantages over web search engines. First, QA is declarative: a person states what their information need is without specifying how the answer should be found. Second, QA is a natural user interface: a person states their information need in their own words, which are then interpreted by the QA system. These two properties allow QA systems to satisfy more complex information needs with less human effort than today’s search engines. Providing natural, declarative access to information will become even more important as people shift from desktop computers to mobile phones, where entering complex information needs is cumbersome.

1.1 Challenges

Question Answering has been studied for at least fifty years, with the earliest research beginning in the 1960s (Simmons, 1965, 1970). Researchers have demonstrated that with enough manual effort, it is possible to engineer a QA system that can answer questions like Q1 for a particular topic. However, there is no single system that can answer complex questions across many domains. The difficulty in creating such a QA system can be traced to two problems:

1. **Knowledge Acquisition**: How does a QA system acquire and represent the knowledge needed to answer questions? Knowledge acquisition involves encoding assertions like “Cuban cigars are legal in Mexico” or “Cuban cigars are illegal in the US” in a format that can be queried during QA.
Answer Retrieval | Semantic Parsing
--- | ---
**Question** | Who is Tom Cruise married to? | What borders the state with the highest population?
**Knowledge** | ...him. Tom Cruise is married to Katie Holmes as of the 18th of November. They have 1 child and ... | state(az), state(ca), state(or), borders(az, ca), borders(or, ca), population(ca, 38m), population(az, 7m), ...
**Query** | Tom Cruise is married to ([A-Z].*[A-Z].*) | $\lambda x. \text{borders}(x, \arg\max(\text{state}, \text{population}))$
**Answer** | Katie Holmes | az, or

Table 1.1: A comparison of the two dominant approaches in question answering. Answer retrieval systems interpret questions as patterns that operate directly over text. Semantic parsing systems map questions to a formal meaning representation (e.g., lambda calculus) and operate over a knowledge base.

2. **Question Interpretation**: How does a QA system map questions to queries over its knowledge? Question interpretation involves inferring the information need of a question and then formulating a plan to obtain an answer.

There is a tension between knowledge acquisition and question interpretation. QA systems that can acquire large amounts of knowledge tend to have limited question-interpretation capabilities. On the other hand, QA systems that can interpret complex questions only work over a single domain, and are not general-purpose tools for information access.

For example, answer retrieval systems (Voorhees and Tice, 2000; Prager, 2006) use English text to represent knowledge. The left half of Table 1.1 shows an example of how an answer retrieval system would answer a question. Representing knowledge as text enables easy, domain-scalable knowledge acquisition: simply download as much text as possible from the web. However, answer retrieval systems have limited question-interpretation capabilities and can only handle questions whose answers are directly stated in a single sentence. In other words, answer retrieval has the same limitation as search engines and cannot meet complex information needs like Q1.
At the other end of the spectrum are semantic parsing systems (Grosz et al., 1987; Zelle and Mooney, 1996). The right half of Table 1.1 shows an example of how a semantic parser would answer a question about US geography. Semantic parsing systems use a formal meaning representation language to represent their knowledge. During question answering, the input question is mapped to a query expressed in the same formal meaning representation as the knowledge. This formalism is expressive enough to answer questions that involve reasoning over multiple pieces of information. For example, the query in Table 1.1 computes the largest state by population and then computes its neighboring states. However, a major disadvantage of semantic parsing systems is that encoding knowledge into a formal meaning representation is a non-trivial task that generally requires expert annotators. This limits semantic parsing systems to single domains where the cost of manually encoding knowledge is not too high. Thus, semantic parsing systems excel at question interpretation, but lack the knowledge needed for a general-purpose QA system.

1.2 Overview of Approach

This dissertation discusses work towards Open QA: designing a system that is both domain-scalable and able to handle complex information needs. I use the term Open QA to highlight the differences with previous work on answer retrieval and semantic parsing systems. The goal of Open QA is to combine the domain scalability of answer retrieval with the question-interpretation abilities of semantic parsing. Constructing a system that has both of these properties involves scaling knowledge acquisition and question interpretation beyond what has been done in previous work.

My approach to Open QA is based on two ideas. The first idea comes from the observation that there is some information that does not exist in any knowledge base but is expressed in text, e.g., rapidly growing scientific literature, online product reviews, or imprecise assertions like “Bananas are high in potassium.” I will use large-scale information extraction techniques to automatically construct an open-domain knowledge base containing this type of information and access it alongside existing knowledge bases. For example, an IE system may transform a sentence like “Cuban cigars, which are illegal in the US...” into a tuple like (Cuban cigars, illegal in, US) that represents the assertion that the
illegal in relationship holds between the concepts Cuban cigars and US. The transformation from text to tuples provides a useful abstraction: the information in text can now be queried in terms of concepts and relationships. The information need of a question can then be represented in the same way. For example, the information need of Q1 could be written as (?x, illegal in, US) ∧ (?x, legal in, Mexico), where ?x is an answer variable and each triple encodes a constraint on ?x. To answer the question, the system can then find all values of ?x that satisfy both constraints. Thus, information extraction is a technique for rapidly acquiring assertions that may not be found in any existing knowledge base.

The second idea I use for Open QA is based on the observation that community QA (CQA) sites can provide a learning signal for open-domain question interpretation. Sites like WikiAnswers allow users to ask and answer questions online. For example, Figure 1.2 shows the WikiAnswers page for the question “Are sugar gliders legal in the US?” Below the question, another user has posted an answer and cites references. In addition to posting questions and answers, users also organize questions by merging equivalent questions into a single page. Figure 1.3 shows the alternate wordings of the question from Figure 1.2, e.g. “Is it legal to own a sugar glider in the US?” CQA sites are maintained by millions of users posting questions and answers about almost any topic. This data is a valuable resource for constructing an Open QA system: it provides millions of examples of how people ask, answer, and reword questions across many different domains.

My approach can be summarized in the following thesis statement:

Open QA can be enabled by (1) acquiring open-domain knowledge via large-scale information extraction, and (2) learning to interpret questions from naturally occurring data on community QA sites.

To support this statement, I will:

- Present a novel information extraction technique to automatically construct a massive knowledge base from web text.

---

1This query language is discussed further in Chapter 5.

2http://wiki.answers.com
Figure 1.2: WikiAnswers page for the question “Are sugar gliders legal in the US?” Downloaded on May 2, 2014.

Figure 1.3: Alternate wordings of the WikiAnswers question “Are sugar gliders legal in the US?” Downloaded on May 2, 2014.
Use the data from CQA sites to learn a question-interpretation function that maps questions to queries over the extracted knowledge base.

1.3 Summary of Contributions

I will present three main contributions in support of my thesis statement:

1. Identifying Relations for Open Information Extraction (Chapter 3), which focuses on acquiring open-domain knowledge using a novel information extraction technique. This work was first published in 2011 at EMNLP (Fader et al., 2011).

2. Paraphrase-Driven Learning for Open QA (Chapter 4), which focuses on robust question interpretation using the paraphrase information available on WikiAnswers. This work was first published in 2013 at ACL (Fader et al., 2013).

3. Open QA Over Curated and Extracted Knowledge Bases (Chapter 5), which focuses on combining knowledge from multiple sources and improving the accuracy of question interpretation. This work was first published in 2014 at KDD (Fader et al., 2014).

In the following three sections, I will provide a high-level summary of each contribution.

1.3.1 Identifying Relations for Open Information Extraction

Open Information Extraction (Open IE) is a technique for identifying relationships in text. Open IE systems take sentences as input and output \((\text{argument1}, \text{relation phrase}, \text{argument2})\) triples. For example, consider the following sentence:

“Windsor also does business in Cuban cigars, which are banned in the US.”

An Open IE system might extract two triples from this sentence: \((\text{Windsor}, \text{does business in}, \text{Cuban cigars})\) and \((\text{Cuban cigars}, \text{banned in}, \text{US})\). A major challenge in Open IE is identifying the relation phrases in the sentence. For example, an Open IE system must identify that \text{are banned in} is a relation phrase, but \text{which are} is not.
I will describe a system called ReVERB that implements a fast, simple, and domain-independent technique for identifying relation phrases in English text. Previous approaches identify relation phrases using machine-learned models that are trained on heuristically labeled examples. These approaches generate false-positive predictions, which flood their output with incoherent relation phrases like which are and underspecified relation phrases like does. Further, existing approaches systematically miss relation phrases expressed via light verb constructions like made a deal with. Instead of learning a model of relation phrases from heuristically labeled data, ReVERB uses a compact pattern expressed over part-of-speech tags to identify relation phrases. I demonstrate that this pattern covers 85% of relation phrases expressed with verbs, and show that it outperforms existing approaches in terms of precision and recall.

ReVERB has been run on web-scale datasets to produce a large extracted knowledge base, a sample of which is shown in Table 1.2. The output from ReVERB is used as knowledge for the QA systems discussed in the next sections.

1.3.2 Paraphrase-Driven Learning for Open QA

One of the desired properties of a QA system is to be robust to the variations in natural language questions in order to provide a natural, declarative interface. For example, a QA system should be able to infer that all of the questions in Table 1.3 are different ways of asking “Is online gambling legal in the US?” and route them to the same answer. I describe a system called PARALEX that learns a robust question-interpretation function from the paraphrase data available on WikiAnswers.

The PARALEX system makes two technical contributions. First, PARALEX uses ReVERB as a source of knowledge and is the first system to perform Open QA over an extracted knowledge base. Second, PARALEX uses a novel learning algorithm that generalizes from millions of paraphrase clusters like the example in Table 1.3. For example, PARALEX aligns these questions and infers paraphrase information like:

- “america” can be paraphrased to “the US”
- “betting online” can be paraphrased to “online casinos”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument 1</th>
<th>Relation Phrase</th>
<th>Argument 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gambling</td>
<td>is banned in</td>
<td>Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foie gras</td>
<td>is not banned in</td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cocaine use</td>
<td>was legal in</td>
<td>the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large breeds</td>
<td>were banned in</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostitution</td>
<td>is legal in</td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent unions</td>
<td>are illegal in</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mah Jong</td>
<td>was completely banned in</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramid selling</td>
<td>is illegal in</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTA4</td>
<td>is banned in</td>
<td>the UAE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humor</td>
<td>is illegal in</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitch hiking</td>
<td>is illegal in</td>
<td>Oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog and cat fur</td>
<td>should be banned in</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same-sex marriages</td>
<td>were legalized in</td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common law marriages</td>
<td>are declared illegal in</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuality</td>
<td>is illegal in</td>
<td>Mauritius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cock fighting</td>
<td>was banned in</td>
<td>1849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the WOW</td>
<td>has been banned in</td>
<td>Manchester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabots</td>
<td>are illegal in</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gay marriage</td>
<td>became legal in</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poker</td>
<td>was recently legalized in</td>
<td>Catalonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavery</td>
<td>is declared illegal in</td>
<td>the Oregon Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pornography</td>
<td>is legal in</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporal punishment</td>
<td>is legal in</td>
<td>Wilkinson County</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: A sample of ReVERB extractions containing the strings “illegal,” “legal,” or “banned” in the relation-phrase field.
Can us citizens gamble online?
Can you gamble online in america?
Internet gambling is legal in the US?
Is betting online legal in US?
Is it illegal to do online gamble?
Is it legal to gamble online in the US?
Is it legal to gamble online in america?
Is online casinos legal in the us?
Is online gambling forbidden in the US?
Online gambling in US is legal?

Table 1.3: An example cluster of questions that users on WikiAnswers have tagged as being paraphrases.

- “Can you X in Y?” can be paraphrased to “Is X legal in Y?”

Paralex uses this generalized paraphrase information to interpret new questions that are unseen in the training corpus. I provide experimental results demonstrating that Paralex achieves higher precision and recall than a hand-constructed QA system that does not learn from paraphrases. I also release the WikiAnswers paraphrase corpus for public use, which contains over 20 million question clusters and includes inferred word alignments between questions.

1.3.3 Open QA Over Curated and Extracted Knowledge Bases

Paralex is the first system to perform Open QA over an extracted knowledge base, but has limitations. First, while Paralex was able to achieve high accuracy on questions that are known to be answerable using the ReVerb knowledge base, Paralex’s accuracy drops sharply when presented with unfiltered questions. Second, Paralex is unable to leverage knowledge from other sources, including other extracted knowledge bases as well as curated knowledge bases like Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008). Finally, Paralex is limited to
simple questions and is unable to answer questions that involve joining multiple pieces of information together.

My final contribution is an Open QA system called OQA that overcomes the problems of Paralex. OQA decomposes the full question-answering problem into smaller problems that are easier to solve. Figure 1.4 shows an example of how OQA maps an input question to an answer by chaining together a sequence of operators. These operators include paraphrasing the input question, parsing the question into a query, and rewriting the query to match the knowledge base. OQA uses a lightweight query language that allows it to access multiple knowledge bases through a single interface. Finally, OQA learns a robust scoring model that allows it to measure the confidence of its answers. I demonstrate that OQA achieves higher precision and recall than Paralex on three external question sets. I also demonstrate that OQA benefits from being able to access multiple sources of knowledge, and quantify the benefits of each knowledge source.

1.4 Outline

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides information about question answering and scopes the problems addressed in this dissertation. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 will describe the ReVerb, Paralex, and OQA systems in detail. Finally, 6 will conclude with a summary and discussion of future work.
Figure 1.4: An example of how the OQA system maps the question “How can you tell if you have the flu?” to the answer “the chills.”
Chapter 2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Question answering has been studied extensively and there is a large body of literature. I will not attempt to give a comprehensive survey of the entire field. Instead, I will focus on the different approaches to knowledge acquisition and question interpretation and examine how they relate to Open QA. For a more complete history of QA, I recommend the following survey papers:

- Simmons’ survey papers give an account of the first generation of QA systems from the 1960s (Simmons, 1965, 1970).

- Hirschman and Gaizauskas provide an history of QA up to 2001 (Hirschman and Gaizauskas, 2001).

- Prager also provides a history of QA until 2007 and provides a comprehensive summary of open-domain answer retrieval (Prager, 2006).

In Section 2.1, I will define the scope of the rest of the dissertation and highlight other formulations of the question answering problem. Then, I will describe previous work on knowledge acquisition (Section 2.2) and question interpretation (Section 2.3).

2.1 Problem Scope

The name “question answering” is ambiguous and depends on how “question” and “answer” are defined. The broadest definition of question answering could define a question as any information need expressed in natural language and an answer as anything that meets the information need. Instead of attempting to solve this very general problem, I will focus on the sub-problem of handling factoid questions, which can be answered with a set of short, string answers.
The input to a factoid QA system is a single question and the output is a list of string answers. Table 2.1 lists some example factoid questions and answers. The answer to a factoid question may have a single answer (as in rows 1 and 3) or many answers (as in rows 2, 4, and 5). I do not require that factoid questions meet any syntactic criteria. For example, factoid questions do not necessarily start with a Wh-word (as in row 3). Further, factoid questions are not even necessarily linguistically valid questions, and can be expressed as a command (like row 2) or even as an incomplete sentence (like row 5).

My definition of factoid question is intentionally vague and includes questions that are not considered factoid questions by other researchers.\(^1\) Defining a taxonomy of questions or information needs is itself a challenging research problem (Graesser and Person, 1994; Broder, 2002; Nielsen et al., 2008). For example, Voorhees and Tice carefully and precisely document their criteria for constructing a set of factoid questions to evaluate the

\(^{1}\) The answer retrieval community has its own definition of factoid questions (Voorhees and Tice, 2000; Prager, 2006) that does not include definition questions (like row 4) or questions with more than one answer (like rows 2, 4 and 5).
performance of answer retrieval systems (Voorhees and Tice, 2000). In this dissertation, I deliberately avoid going through this process and instead use either existing evaluation sets or naturally occurring questions from community QA sites for evaluation.

There are different formulations of QA that fall outside the scope of factoid questions. I include brief summaries of these alternative problem formulations to convey related technical problems that I do not attempt to solve. Other problem formulations include:

- **Context-Dependent QA:** The input/output interface of factoid QA treats each input question independent of the others. An alternative problem formulation is to answer questions in the context of a particular conversation or world state. Tracking a dynamic context is often essential for handling information needs that go beyond simple factoid questions. A common case where this extra functionality is needed includes spoken dialogue systems. For example, modeling a conversation with an automated airline-booking system (Dahl et al., 1994; Miller et al., 1996; Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2009; Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013) is a common testbed for this type of question answering. Another common scenario is instructing a computer to carry out a sequence of actions interactive environments (Winograd, 1971; Roy et al., 2000; Matuszek et al., 2012; Branavan, 2012). Understanding context-dependent language is a more general problem than the factoid QA problem and scaling context-dependent QA systems to an open-domain setting is an area of ongoing research (Hixon and Passonneau, 2013).

- **Reading Comprehension:** Another alternative formulation for QA involves answering a question using a short passage of background text (Charniak, 1972; Lehnert, 1977; Hirschman et al., 1999; Jansen et al., 2014). A common example of this is reading comprehension, where a system processes a short story and then answers multiple-choice questions about the text. This problem formulation is different from factoid QA in two ways. First, the questions in reading comprehension are focused on the given background text, whereas in factoid questions are answerable using general world knowledge. Second, the questions that appear in reading comprehension tend
to be more challenging and require understanding the discourse structure of the text. For example, consider this text from the MCTest corpus (Richardson et al., 2013):

Then [James] walked to the fast food restaurant and ordered 15 bags of fries. He didn’t pay, and instead headed home.

A reading comprehension system would be responsible for answering the question “What did James do after he ordered the fries?” Answering this question requires solving problems like coreference resolution (Ng, 2010), identifying temporal relations (Verhagen et al., 2007), and recognizing textual entailment (Dagan et al., 2006). This level of text understanding goes beyond the techniques used in this dissertation.

- **Automatic Summarization:** All of the QA formalisms described above involve returning a set of answers or actions as output. However, for open-ended questions like “What is the Edward Snowden scandal all about?” a single answer is not sufficient. For questions like these, the answer needs to be a high-level description summarizing the target concept. Multi-document summarization (MDS) systems take a collection of sentences (Gupta and Lehal, 2010; Das and Martins, 2007) with an optional query (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) as input and return a subset of sentences that summarize the collection. Recent work has started to move MDS beyond just selecting sentences and towards providing more structure (Christensen et al., 2013). These summarization systems can be thought of as QA with a much more complex output space than an answer set.

In the future, a single QA system may be able to handle all of the QA challenges described above. For now, the approaches to these problems are all different enough that they are largely disjoint areas of research.

### 2.2 Knowledge Acquisition

In this section, I give an overview of the different approaches to constructing large, open-domain knowledge bases (KBs) that go beyond the textual representation used by answer
retrieval systems. I will focus on open-domain knowledge acquisition techniques (as opposed to single-domain techniques) and their applications to QA.

There are two main approaches to constructing open-domain knowledge bases: curation and extraction. Curated KBs are constructed by people who manually enter rules and assertions into a formal representation language. Extracted KBs are constructed by information extraction systems that convert text into structured assertions. The principal trade-off between these approaches is domain-scalability versus accuracy. Curated KBs have precise, comprehensive coverage of some domains, but may lack information about others. In contrast, extracted KBs generally have broad coverage across all domains, but are often incomplete within any particular domain and may contain extraction errors.

Beyond these qualitative characterizations, there has been little work on understanding how different KBs affect QA system performance. Most research compares different approaches to question interpretation and evaluates them on questions that are filtered to be answerable using a particular KB. There have been no controlled experiments that test the effect of different KBs on system performance. Because of the lack of direct comparisons, in the next two sections I will list what KBs are available and to what extent they have been used in QA.

2.2.1 Curated Knowledge Bases

One of the most famous curated KBs is Cyc (Lenat et al., 1990), an ongoing project where experts encode open-domain, commonsense knowledge using a formal knowledge-representation language. Cyc has been used in QA system in various ways. For example, Cyc has been used as a sanity-checker for answer retrieval (Chu-Carroll et al., 2004) and for selecting answers in multiple-choice tests (Friedland et al., 2004). The only QA system that uses Cyc to generate candidate answers is MySentient (Curtis et al., 2005). However, MySentient was not evaluated on a question set, so its utility for Open QA is unclear.

In the START system (Katz, 1997), experts annotate text and other media with machine-interpretable annotations, which can then be used for question answering. START was

---

2I address this experiment with the OQA system in Chapter 5.
shown to answer 67% of the questions presented by its users (Katz et al., 2004), but there has been no quantitative understanding of the coverage of START relative to other knowledge sources.

While Cyc and START are primarily curated by experts, other projects have taken a crowdsourcing approach, where knowledge is curated by an online community. For example, DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007) is the center of the Linked Open Data initiative (Bizer et al., 2008) and compiles the information from Wikipedia infoboxes into a single source. YAGO (Suchanek et al., 2007) combines Wikipedia infoboxes with WordNet (Fellbaum, 1999). WikiNet (Nastase et al., 2010) generates a knowledge base from the information on Wikipedia category and infobox annotations. Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) provides an interactive authoring tool that allows users on the web to collaboratively edit an ontology and add assertions to an open-domain KB. Like Cyc, these KBs have been used to augment answer retrieval in various ways. For example, YAGO has been used for answer typing (Kalyanpur et al., 2011) and Freebase was used for “answer lookup” in the IBM Watson system (Chu-Carroll et al., 2012).

Recently, researchers have started building QA systems that use these curated KBs as their primary source of knowledge. Questions have been interpreted as formal queries over curated KBs like DBpedia (Unger et al., 2012; Walter et al., 2012), YAGO (Moussa and Abdel-Kader, 2011), and Freebase (Cai and Yates, 2013; Berant et al., 2013; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013). This new thread of research has led to the construction of benchmark question sets. The Question Answering Over Linked Data (QALD) competitions\(^3\) aim to compare QA systems on a set of test questions answerable over DBpedia. Several benchmark question sets have been created for Freebase, including the Free917 question set (Cai and Yates, 2013) and the WebQuestions question set (Berant et al., 2013). However, there has yet to be a comparison of these different KBs on the same question set.

\(^{3}\)http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald/
2.2.2 Extracted Knowledge Bases

The incompleteness of curated KBs (Pratt, 1994) led researchers to consider extracting open-domain knowledge from text. The first major project to attempt this was the Open Mind project at MIT (Stork, 1999), where non-expert users enter commonsense knowledge expressed in English sentences. These sentences are then converted to formal KB assertions using hand-written extractor patterns. Open Mind was the first system to demonstrate the utility of extracting open-domain knowledge from text. However, the Open Mind KB was never used in an end-to-end Open QA system.

After Open Mind, researchers began using information extraction to construct knowledge bases from large text corpora. There have been two main approaches to constructing a KB using information extraction. The first approach is automatic KB completion (AKBC), where the system assumes access to a set of target relationships (e.g., a schema or ontology) and a set of example instances of the target relationships. AKBC can be thought of as a hybrid of curation and extraction approaches: people curate the KB schema, and IE systems extract instances from text to populate the KB. AKBC techniques have been used to extend Freebase (Mintz et al., 2009; Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al., 2011) and YAGO (Suchanek et al., 2009; Kasneci et al., 2009). The NELL system (Carlson et al., 2010) uses its own schema and example instances, but does not contain the broad coverage of the previous three KBs. There has been no research studying the benefits of AKBC on the end-to-end performance of a QA system, for example comparing a QA system’s performance using an initial KB to the performance after performing AKBC.

The second way to construct an extracted KB is to have the IE system itself identify and extract relations from text. Under this paradigm, the system makes no commitment to a particular ontology a priori and instead lets the text itself define the relations and concepts. This approach has been referred to in multiple ways, including Preemptive IE (Shinyama and Sekine, 2006), On-Demand IE (Sekine, 2006), Open Knowledge Extraction (Van Durme and Schubert, 2008), and Open IE (Banko et al., 2007). Open IE was the first of these systems to be designed for web-scale IE, where speed and robustness to unconstrained text are necessary. Chapter 3 provides a more in-depth, technical description of the different
approaches to Open IE.

There has been little work applying the output of large-scale, open-domain IE to question answering. Open IE has been used as a way to align the natural language in questions with concepts in Freebase (Cai and Yates, 2013; Berant et al., 2013), but outside of the work described in this dissertation, there has been no Open QA system built on top of an extracted knowledge base.

2.2.3 Summary of Knowledge Acquisition

Research over the past twenty years has resulted in an explosion of open-domain knowledge bases, both curated and extracted. At this time, there is not a good understanding of how the various KBs perform when used for Open QA. Chapter 5 describes the first work to explore the trade-offs between these different KBs in a quantitative manner.

2.3 Question Interpretation

Once a source of knowledge has been acquired, a QA system needs to solve the problem of question interpretation: mapping a person’s input question to an executable query over the knowledge. In this section I describe how previous systems have solved this problem and to what extent these approaches can be used for Open QA.

A key challenge to question interpretation is the vocabulary mismatch problem. For example, consider the question “How can I tell if I have the flu?” The answer to this question may be expressed in text as “Fever is a symptom of the flu” or in a knowledge base as (flu, symptoms, fever). A question interpreter needs to bridge the gap between the way the information need is expressed in the question and the way the answer is expressed in the knowledge. In this example, the system must infer that the question is asking about the symptoms of the flu, despite the string never being used in the question itself. Solving this problem is necessary for building a QA system that is natural and declarative, as described in Chapter 1.

The way a QA system performs question interpretation depends largely on the format and scale of its knowledge. Answer retrieval systems generally break the question interpretation problem into two steps: a keyword search over the corpus, and then an answer-
extraction step (see Prager’s survey for a full description). The answer extraction step can be done using keyword proximity, applying learned question-answer templates (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002), or aligning dependency parse patterns between the question and text (Punyakanok et al., 2004). These approaches are not directly applicable to Open QA, where queries are expressed over a structured knowledge base, not text.

Question interpretation has been the main focus of research in semantic parsing. Early research demonstrated that with enough hand-engineering, it is possible to construct a QA system that works well on a single domain (Woods, 1973). Research then shifted towards portable QA systems that minimize the amount of human effort that goes into porting the system to a new domain. The authors of the TEAM system (Grosz et al., 1987) achieved portability by carefully factoring the system architecture into reusable, domain-independent components and domain-specific components. In the 1990s, researchers began building QA systems that learn the domain-specific components from data, which further improved portability (Miller et al., 1994). A major research direction became reducing the amount of supervision and expertise needed to train the domain-specific components (Zelle and Mooney, 1996; Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Clarke et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2011).

Machine-learning techniques have greatly reduced the burden needed to port semantic parsers to new domains. However, the amount of training data required by these techniques is directly tied to the number of concepts and relations in the knowledge base. This is because these systems use the training data to extract a mapping from natural language to KB concepts. The learners are unable to generalize to KB concepts that are unseen in the training data. Thus, to scale these approaches to large, open-domain KBs, the systems either need access to a much larger training set, greater generalization from a smaller training set, or both.

Recently there has been some work attempting to scale semantic parsers to large, open-domain KBs. Several systems bootstrap a mapping from natural language to Freebase concepts by aligning Open IE tuples with Freebase (Cai and Yates, 2013; Berant et al., 2013). Kwiatkowski et al. factor the question interpretation process into a two-step process, where first a KB-independent parse of the input question is identified and then performs on-the-fly ontology matching, guided by a smaller amount of training data (Kwiatkowski
et al., 2013). It has yet to be shown whether these techniques can be applied to the larger, noisier extracted knowledge bases.

The Open QA systems described in this dissertation build upon previous work in portability by leveraging from more data and aiming for greater generalization from training data. The Paralex system demonstrates how community QA sites can be leveraged to train a question-interpretation function at a much larger scale than what has been done in previous work. The oqa system shows how using a low-dimensional, unlexicalized feature representation for question interpretation can lead to better results than existing systems. oqa is also the first system to demonstrate that combining curated and extracted KBs can result in better performance, while the work in semantic parsing has only been demonstrated to work with curated knowledge bases.

2.4 Summary of Related Work

Most previous work in open-domain QA has been limited to answer-retrieval systems, which have limited question-interpretation abilities, or semantic-parsing systems, which have limited knowledge. The rise of large-scale, open-domain knowledge bases, both curated and extracted, provide a new opportunity to combine the domain-scalability of answer retrieval with the question interpretation of semantic parsing. However, previous question-interpretation techniques cannot be directly applied to these large KBs. The work described in this dissertation learns to interpret questions using data from community-authored QA sites and enables Open QA at a much larger scale than what was previously possible.

The next chapters present the technical contributions. In Chapter 3, I will describe the ReVerb Open IE system, which I use to extract a large, open-domain KB from web text. Then in Chapter 4, I will describe the Paralex Open QA system, which is the first system to learn a question interpretation function from the WikiAnswers paraphrase data, and also the first system to answer questions over an extracted KB. Finally, Chapter 5 describes the oqa Open QA system, which achieves higher accuracy than Paralex and is able to leverage both extracted and curated knowledge to answer questions.
Chapter 3
IDENTIFYING RELATION PHRASES IN TEXT

Typically, information extraction systems learn an extractor for each target relation from labeled training examples (Kim and Moldovan, 1993; Riloff, 1996; Soderland, 1999). This approach to extraction does not scale to the needs of Open QA, where the target relationships are unknown in advance. Open IE solves this problem by identifying relation phrases—phrases that denote relations in English sentences (Banko et al., 2007). The automatic identification of relation phrases enables the extraction of arbitrary relations from sentences, obviating the restriction to a pre-specified vocabulary.

Open IE systems have achieved a notable measure of success on massive, open-domain corpora drawn from the web, Wikipedia, and elsewhere. (Banko et al., 2007; Wu and Weld, 2010; Zhu et al., 2009). The output of Open IE systems has been used to support tasks like learning selectional preferences (Ritter et al., 2010), acquiring common sense knowledge (Lin et al., 2010), and recognizing entailment (Schoenmackers et al., 2010; Berant et al., 2011). In addition, Open IE extractions have been mapped onto existing ontologies (Soderland et al., 2010).

We have observed that two types of errors are frequent in the output of Open IE systems such as TextRunner and woe: incoherent extractions and uninformative extractions.

Incoherent extractions are cases where the extracted relation phrase has no meaningful interpretation (see Table 3.1 for examples). Incoherent extractions arise because the learned extractor makes a sequence of decisions about whether to include each word in the relation phrase, often resulting in incomprehensible predictions. To solve this problem, we introduce a syntactic constraint: every multi-word relation phrase must begin with a verb, end with a preposition, and be a contiguous sequence of words in the sentence. Thus, the identification of a relation phrase is made in one fell swoop instead of on the basis of multiple, word-by-word decisions.
Uninformative extractions are extractions that omit critical information. For example, consider the sentence “Faust made a deal with the devil.” Previous Open IE systems return the uninformative \((\text{Faust, made, a deal})\) instead of \((\text{Faust, made a deal with, the devil})\). This type of error is caused by improper handling of relation phrases that are expressed by a combination of a verb with a noun, such as light verb constructions (LVCs). An LVC is a multi-word expression composed of a verb and a noun, with the noun carrying the semantic content of the predicate (Grefenstette and Teufel, 1995; Stevenson et al., 2004; Allerton, 2002). Table 3.2 illustrates the wide range of relations expressed this way, which are not captured by existing open extractors. Our syntactic constraint leads the extractor to include nouns in the relation phrase, solving this problem.

Although the syntactic constraint reduces incoherent and uninformative extractions, it allows overly-specific relation phrases such as \text{is offering only modest greenhouse gas reduction targets at}. To avoid overly-specific relation phrases, we introduce an intuitive statistical constraint: a binary relation phrase ought to appear with at least a minimal number of distinct argument pairs in a large corpus.

In summary, this chapter articulates two simple and powerful constraints on how binary relationships are expressed via verbs in English sentences, and implements them in the ReVerb Open IE system. We release ReVerb and the data used in our experiments to the research community.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.1 analyzes previous work. Section 3.2 defines our constraints precisely. Section 3.3 describes ReVerb, our implementation of the constraints. Section 3.4 reports on our experimental results. Section 3.4.5 concludes with a summary and discussion subsequent work that builds on top of ReVerb.

### 3.1 Previous Work

Open IE systems like TextRUNNER (Banko et al., 2007), woe\textsuperscript{pos}, and woe\textsuperscript{parse} (Wu and Weld, 2010) focus on extracting binary relations of the form \((\text{arg1, relation phrase, arg2})\) from text. These systems all use the following three-step method:
Incoherent Relation

The guide contains dead links and omits sites.

The Mark 14 was central to the torpedo scandal of the fleet.

They recalled that Nungesser began his career as a precinct leader.

Table 3.1: Examples of incoherent extractions. Incoherent extractions make up approximately 13% of TextRunner’s output, 15% of woe$^\text{pos}$’s output, and 30% of woe$^\text{parse}$’s output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>is</th>
<th>is an album by, is the author of, is a city in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>has</td>
<td>has a population of, has a Ph.D. in, has a cameo in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>made</td>
<td>made a deal with, made a promise to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>took</td>
<td>took place in, took control over, took advantage of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gave</td>
<td>gave birth to, gave a talk at, gave new meaning to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>got</td>
<td>got tickets to, got a deal on, got funding from</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Examples of uninformative relation phrases (left) and their completions (right). Uninformative relation phrases occur in approximately 4% of woe$^\text{parse}$’s output, 6% of woe$^\text{pos}$’s output, and 7% of TextRunner’s output.
1. **Label:** Sentences are automatically labeled with extractions using heuristics or distant supervision.

2. **Learn:** A relation phrase extractor is learned using a sequence-labeling graphical model (e.g., CRF).

3. **Extract:** the system takes a sentence as input, identifies a candidate pair of NP arguments (arg1, arg2) from the sentence, and then uses the learned extractor to label each word between the two arguments as part of the relation phrase or not.

The extractor is applied to the successive sentences in the corpus, and the resulting extractions are collected.

This method faces several challenges. First, the training phase requires a large number of labeled training examples (e.g., 200,000 heuristically-labeled sentences for TextRunner and 300,000 for woe). Heuristic labeling of examples obviates hand labeling but results in noisy labels and distorts the distribution of examples. Second, the extraction step is posed as a sequence-labeling problem, where each word is assigned its own label. Because each assignment is uncertain, the likelihood that the extracted relation phrase is flawed increases with the length of the relation phrase. Finally, the extractor chooses an extraction’s arguments heuristically, and cannot backtrack over this choice. This is problematic when a word that belongs in the relation phrase is chosen as an argument (for example, “deal” from the “made a deal with” sentence).

Because of the feature sets utilized in previous work, the learned extractors ignore both “holistic” aspects of the relation phrase (e.g., is it contiguous?) as well as statistical aspects (e.g., how many instances of this relation are there?). Thus, as we show in Section 3.4, systems such as TextRunner are unable to learn the constraints embedded in ReVerb. Of course, a learning system, utilizing a different hypothesis space, and an appropriate set of training examples, could potentially learn and refine the constraints in ReVerb. This is a topic for future work.

The first Open IE system was TextRunner (Banko et al., 2007), which used a Naive Bayes model with unlexicalized POS and NP-chunk features, trained using examples heuris-
tically generated from the Penn Treebank. Subsequent work showed that utilizing a linear-
chain CRF (Banko and Etzioni, 2008) or Markov Logic Network (Zhu et al., 2009) can
lead to improved extraction. The woe systems introduced by Wu and Weld make use of
Wikipedia as a source of training data for their extractors, which leads to further improve-
ments over TextRunner (Wu and Weld, 2010). Wu and Weld also show that dependency
parse features result in a dramatic increase in precision and recall over shallow linguistic
features, but at the cost of extraction speed.

Other approaches to large-scale IE have included Preemptive IE (Shinyama and Sekine,
2006), On-Demand IE (Sekine, 2006), and weak supervision for IE (Mintz et al., 2009;
Hoffmann et al., 2010). Preemptive IE and On-Demand IE avoid relation-specific extractors,
but rely on document and entity clustering, which is too costly for web-scale IE. Weakly
supervised methods use an existing ontology to generate training data for learning relation-
specific extractors. While this allows for learning relation-specific extractors at a larger scale
than what was previously possible, the extractions are still restricted to a specific ontology.

Many systems have used syntactic patterns based on verbs to extract relation phrases,
usually relying on a full dependency parse of the input sentence (Lin and Pantel, 2001;
Stevenson, 2004; Specia and Motta, 2006; Kathrin Eichler and Neumann, 2008). Our work
differs from these approaches by focusing on relation phrase patterns expressed in terms of
POS tags and NP chunks, instead of full parse trees. Banko and Etzioni (Banko and Etzioni,
2008) showed that a small set of POS-tag patterns cover a large fraction of relationships in
English, but never incorporated the patterns into an extractor. This paper reports on an
improved model of binary relation phrases, which increases the recall of the Banko-Etzioni
model (see Section 3.2.3). Further, while previous work in Open IE has mainly focused on
syntactic patterns for relation extraction, we introduce a statistical constraint that boosts
precision and recall.

Finally, Open IE is closely related to semantic role labeling (SRL) (Punyakanok et al.,
2008; Toutanova et al., 2008) in that both tasks extract relations and arguments from
sentences. However, SRL systems traditionally rely on syntactic parsers, which makes them
susceptible to parser errors and slower than Open IE systems such as ReVerb. This
difference is particularly important when operating on the web corpus due to its size and
heterogeneity. Finally, SRL requires hand-constructed semantic resources like Propbank and Framenet (Martha and Palmer, 2002; Baker et al., 1998) as input. In contrast, Open IE systems require no relation-specific training data. ReVERB, in particular, relies on its explicit statistical and syntactic constraints, which have no correlate in SRL systems. For a more detailed comparison of SRL and Open IE, see (Christensen et al., 2010).

3.2 Constraints on Relation Phrases

In this section we introduce two constraints on relation phrases: a syntactic constraint and a statistical constraint.

3.2.1 Syntactic Constraint

The syntactic constraint serves two purposes. First, it eliminates incoherent extractions, and second, it reduces uninformative extractions by capturing relation phrases expressed by a verb-noun combination, including light verb constructions.

The syntactic constraint requires the relation phrase to match the POS tag pattern shown in Figure 3.1. The pattern limits relation phrases to be either a verb (e.g., “invented”), a verb followed immediately by a preposition (e.g., “located in”), or a verb followed by nouns, adjectives, or adverbs ending in a preposition (e.g., “has atomic weight of”). If there are multiple possible matches in a sentence for a single verb, the longest possible match is chosen. Finally, if the pattern matches multiple adjacent sequences, we merge them into a single relation phrase (e.g., “wants to extend”). This refinement enables
the model to readily handle relation phrases containing multiple verbs. A consequence of this pattern is that the relation phrase must be a contiguous span of words in the sentence.

The syntactic constraint eliminates the incoherent relation phrases returned by existing systems. For example, given the sentence

Extendicare agreed to buy Arbor Health Care for about US $432 million in cash and assumed debt.

\textsc{TextRunner} returns the extraction \texttt{(Arbor Health Care, for assumed, debt)}. The phrase \texttt{for assumed} is not a valid relation phrase: it begins with a preposition and splices together two distant words in the sentence. The syntactic constraint prevents this type of error by simply restricting relation phrases to match the pattern in Figure 3.1.

The syntactic constraint reduces uninformative extractions by capturing relation phrases expressed via LVCs. For example, the POS pattern matched against the sentence “Faust made a deal with the Devil,” would result in the relation phrase “made a deal with,” instead of the uninformative “made.”

Finally, we require the relation phrase to appear between its two arguments in the sentence. This is a common constraint that has been implicitly enforced in other open extractors.

3.2.2 Statistical Constraint

While the syntactic constraint greatly reduces uninformative extractions, it can sometimes match relation phrases that are so specific that they have only a few possible instances, even in a web-scale corpus. Consider the sentence:

The Obama administration is offering only modest greenhouse gas reduction targets at the conference.

The POS pattern will match the phrase:

\begin{equation}
\text{is offering only modest greenhouse gas reduction targets at}
\end{equation}

Thus, there are phrases that satisfy the syntactic constraint, but are not relational.
To overcome this limitation, we introduce a statistical constraint that is used to separate valid relation phrases from overspecified relation phrases, like the example in (3.1). The constraint is based on the intuition that a valid relation phrase should take many distinct arguments in a large corpus. The phrase in (3.1) is specific to the argument pair \textbf{(Obama administration, conference)}, so it is unlikely to represent a \textit{bona fide} relation. We describe the implementation details of the statistical constraint in Section 3.3.

3.2.3 Limitations

Our constraints represent an idealized model of relation phrases in English. This raises the question: How much recall is lost due to the constraints?

To address this question, we analyzed Wu and Weld’s set of 300 sentences from a set of random web pages, manually identifying all verb-based relationships between noun phrase pairs. This resulted in a set of 327 relation phrases. For each relation phrase, we checked whether it satisfies our constraints. We found that 85% of the relation phrases do satisfy the constraints. Of the remaining 15%, we identified some of the common cases where the constraints were violated, summarized in Table 3.3.

Many of the example relation phrases shown in Table 3.3 involve long-range dependencies between words in the sentence. These types of dependencies are not easily representable using a pattern over POS tags. A deeper syntactic analysis of the input sentence would provide a much more general language for modeling relation phrases. For example, one could create a model of relations expressed in terms of dependency parse features that would capture the non-contiguous relation phrases in Table 3.3. Previous work has shown that dependency paths do indeed boost the recall of relation extraction systems (Wu and Weld, 2010; Mintz et al., 2009). While using dependency path features allows for a more flexible model of relations, it increases processing time, which is problematic for web-scale extraction. Further, we have found that this increased recall comes at the cost of lower precision on web text (see Section 3.4).

The results in Table 3.3 are similar to Banko and Etzioni’s findings that a set of eight POS patterns cover a large fraction of binary verbal relation phrases. However, their analysis
Table 3.3: Approximately 85% of the binary verbal relation phrases in a sample of web sentences satisfy our constraints.
was based on a set of sentences known to contain either a company acquisition or birthplace relationship, while our results are on a random sample of web sentences. We applied Banko and Etzioni’s verbal patterns to our random sample of 300 web sentences, and found that they cover approximately 69% of the relation phrases in the corpus. The gap in recall between this and the 85% shown in Table 3.3 is due to LVC relation phrases (“made a deal with”) and phrases containing multiple verbs (“refuses to return to”), which their patterns do not cover.

In sum, our model is by no means complete. However, we have empirically shown that the majority of binary verbal relation phrases in a sample of web sentences are captured by our model. By focusing on this subset of language, our model can be used to perform Open IE at higher precision than before.

3.3 ReVerb

This section introduces ReVerb, a novel open extractor based on the constraints defined in the previous section. ReVerb first identifies relation phrases that satisfy the syntactic and statistical constraints, and then finds a pair of NP arguments for each identified relation phrase. The resulting extractions are then assigned a confidence score using a logistic regression classifier.

This algorithm differs in three important ways from previous methods (Section 3.1). First, the relation phrase is identified “holistically” rather than word-by-word. Second, potential phrases are filtered based on statistics over a large corpus (the implementation of our statistical constraint). Finally, ReVerb is “relation first” rather than “arguments first”, which enables it to avoid a common error made by previous methods—confusing a noun in the relation phrase for an argument, e.g. the noun “deal” in “made a deal with.”

3.3.1 Extraction Algorithm

ReVerb takes as input a POS-tagged and NP-chunked sentence and returns a set of \((x, r, y)\) extraction triples.\(^1\) Given an input sentence \(s\), ReVerb uses the following extraction algo-

\(^1\)ReVerb uses OpenNLP for POS tagging and NP chunking: http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/
1. **Relation Extraction:** For each verb $v$ in $s$, find the longest sequence of words $r_v$ such that (1) $r_v$ starts at $v$, (2) $r_v$ satisfies the syntactic constraint, and (3) $r_v$ satisfies the statistical constraint. If any pair of matches are adjacent or overlap in $s$, merge them into a single match.

2. **Argument Extraction:** For each relation phrase $r$ identified in Step 1, find the nearest noun phrase $x$ to the left of $r$ in $s$ such that $x$ is not a relative pronoun, Wh-adverb, or existential “there”. Find the nearest noun phrase $y$ to the right of $r$ in $s$. If such an $(x,y)$ pair could be found, return $(x,r,y)$ as an extraction.

We check whether a candidate relation phrase $r_v$ satisfies the syntactic constraint by matching it against the regular expression in Figure 3.1.

To determine whether $r_v$ satisfies the statistical constraint, we use a large dictionary $D$ of relation phrases that are known to take many distinct arguments. In an offline step, we construct $D$ by finding all matches of the POS pattern in a corpus of 500 million web sentences. For each matching relation phrase, we heuristically identify its arguments (as in Step 2 above). We set $D$ to be the set of all relation phrases that take at least $k$ distinct argument pairs in the set of extractions. In order to allow for minor variations in relation phrases, we normalize each relation phrase by removing inflection, auxiliary verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. Based on experiments on a held-out set of sentences, we found that a value of $k = 20$ works well for filtering out overspecified relations. This results in a set of approximately 1.7 million distinct normalized relation phrases, which are stored in memory at extraction time.

As an example of the extraction algorithm in action, consider the following input sentence:

Hudson was born in Hampstead, which is a suburb of London.

Step 1 of the algorithm identifies three relation phrases that satisfy the syntactic and statistical constraints: “was,” “born in,” and “is a suburb of.” The first two phrases are adjacent
in the sentence, so they are merged into the single relation phrase “was born in.” Step 2 then finds an argument pair for each relation phrase. For “was born in,” the nearest NPs are (Hudson, Hampstead). For “is a suburb of,” the extractor skips over the NP “which” and chooses the argument pair (Hampstead, London). The final output contains two extractions: (Hudson, was born in, Hampstead) and (Hampstead, is a suburb of, London).

3.3.2 Confidence Function

The extraction algorithm in the previous section has high recall, but low precision. Like with previous open extractors, we want way to trade recall for precision by tuning a confidence threshold. We use a logistic regression classifier to assign a confidence score to each extraction, which uses the features shown in Table 3.4. All of these features are efficiently computable and depend only on POS tags and closed-class words. We trained the confidence function by manually labeling the extractions from a set of 1,000 sentences from the web and Wikipedia as correct or incorrect.

Previous Open IE systems require labeled training data to learn a model of relations, which is then used to extract relation phrases from text. In contrast, ReVERB uses a specified model of relations for extraction, and requires labeled data only for assigning confidence scores to its extractions. Learning a confidence function is a much simpler task than learning a full model of relations, using two orders of magnitude fewer training examples than TextRunner or woe.

3.3.3 TextRunner-R

The model of relation phrases used by ReVERB is specified, but could a TextRunner-like system learn this model from training data? While it is difficult to answer such a question for all possible permutations of features sets, training examples, and learning biases, we demonstrate that TextRunner itself cannot learn ReVERB’s model even when re-trained using the output of ReVERB as labeled training data. The resulting system, TextRunner-R, uses the same feature representation as TextRunner, but different parameters, and a different set of training examples.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>((x, r, y)) covers all words in (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>The last preposition in (r) is “for”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>The last preposition in (r) is “on”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>The last preposition in (r) is “of”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>(\text{len}(s) \leq 10) words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>There is a WH-word to the left of (r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>(r) matches VW*P from Figure 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>The last preposition in (r) is “to”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>The last preposition in (r) is “in”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>10 words (&lt; \text{len}(s) \leq 20) words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>(s) begins with (x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>(y) is a proper noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>(x) is a proper noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>There is an NP to the left of (x) in (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>20 words (&lt; \text{len}(s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>(r) matches V from Figure 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>There is a preposition to the left of (x) in (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>There is an NP to the right of (y) in (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>Coord. conjunction to the left of (r) in (s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: ReVERB uses these features to assign a confidence score to an extraction \((x, r, y)\) from a sentence \(s\) using a logistic regression classifier.
To generate positive instances, we ran \textsc{ReVerb} on the Penn Treebank, which is the same dataset that \textsc{TextRunner} is trained on. To generate negative instances from a sentence, we took each noun phrase pair in the sentence that does not appear as arguments in a \textsc{ReVerb} extraction. This process resulted in a set of 67,562 positive instances, and 356,834 negative instances. We then passed these labeled examples to \textsc{TextRunner}'s training procedure, which learns a linear-chain CRF using closed-class features like POS tags, capitalization, punctuation, \textit{etc.} \textsc{TextRunner-R} uses the argument-first extraction algorithm described in Section 3.1.

3.4 Experiments

We compare \textsc{ReVerb} to the following systems:

- \textsc{ReVerb}^{stat} - The \textsc{ReVerb} system described in the previous section, but without the statistical constraint. \textsc{ReVerb}^{stat} uses the same confidence function as \textsc{ReVerb}.

- \textsc{TextRunner} - Banko and Etzioni’s 2008 extractor, which uses a second order linear-chain CRF trained on extractions heuristically generated from the Penn Treebank. \textsc{TextRunner} uses shallow linguistic features in its CRF, which come from the same POS tagger and NP-chunker that \textsc{ReVerb} uses.

- \textsc{TextRunner-R} - Our modification to \textsc{TextRunner}, which uses the same extraction code, but with a model of relations trained on \textsc{ReVerb} extractions.

- \textsc{woe}^{pos} - Wu and Weld’s modification to \textsc{TextRunner}, which uses a model of relations learned from extractions heuristically generated from Wikipedia.

- \textsc{woe}^{parse} - Wu and Weld’s parser-based extractor, which uses a large dictionary of dependency path patterns learned from heuristic extractions generated from Wikipedia.

Each system is given a set of sentences as input, and returns a set of binary extractions as output. We created a test set of 500 sentences sampled from the web, using Yahoo’s
Figure 3.2: ReVerb outperforms state-of-the-art open extractors, with an AUC more than twice that of TextRunner or Woe$^{pos}$, and 38% higher than Woe$^{parse}$.

random link service.$^2$ After running each extractor over the input sentences, two human judges independently evaluated each extraction as correct or incorrect. The judges reached agreement on 86% of the extractions, with an agreement score of $\kappa = 0.68$. We report results on the subset of the data where the two judges concur.

The judges labeled uninformative extractions conservatively. That is, if critical information was dropped from the relation phrase but included in the second argument, it is labeled correct. For example, both the extractions (Ackerman, is a professor of, biology) and (Ackerman, is, a professor of biology) are considered correct.

Each system returns confidence scores for its extractions. For a given threshold, we can measure the precision and recall of the output. Precision is the fraction of returned

$^2$http://random.yahoo.com/bin/ryl
Figure 3.3: The statistical constraint gives ReVERB a boost in precision and recall over \textit{ReVERB}^{\text{stat}}. \textit{TextRunner-R} is unable to learn the model used by ReVERB, which results in lower precision and recall.
extractions that are correct. Recall is the fraction of correct extractions in the corpus that are returned. We use the total number of extractions labeled as correct by the judges as our measure of recall for the corpus. In order to avoid double-counting, we treat extractions that differ superficially (e.g., different punctuation or dropping inessential modifiers) as a single extraction. We compute a precision-recall curve by varying the confidence threshold, and then compute the area under the curve (AUC).

### 3.4.1 Results

Figure 3.2 shows the AUC of each system. ReVERB achieves an AUC that is 30% higher than woeparse and is more than double the AUC of woe pos or TextRunner. The statistical constraint provides a boost in performance, with ReVERB achieving an AUC 23% higher than ReVERB¬stat. ReVERB proves to be a useful source of training data, with TextRunner-R having an AUC 71% higher than TextRunner and performing on par with woe pos. From the training data, TextRunner-R was able to learn a model that predicts contiguous relation phrases, but still returned incoherent relation phrases (e.g., starting with a preposition) and overspecified relation phrases. These errors are due to TextRunner-R overfitting the training data and not having access to the statistical constraint.

Figure 3.3 shows the precision-recall curves of the systems introduced in this paper. TextRunner-R has much lower precision than ReVERB and ReVERB¬stat at all levels of recall. The statistical constraint gives ReVERB a boost in precision over ReVERB¬stat, reducing overspecified extractions from 20% of ReVERB¬stat’s output to 1% of ReVERB’s. The statistical constraint also boosts recall over ReVERB¬stat, since ReVERB is able to find a correct relation phrase where ReVERB¬stat finds an overspecified one.

Figure 3.4 shows the precision-recall curves of ReVERB and the external systems. ReVERB has much higher precision than the other systems at nearly all levels of recall. In particular, more than 30% of ReVERB’s extractions are at precision 0.8 or higher, compared to virtually none for the other systems. woe parse achieves a slightly higher recall than ReVERB (0.62 versus 0.64), but at the cost of lower precision.
Figure 3.4: ReVERB achieves higher precision than state-of-the-art Open IE systems, and comparable recall to $\text{WOE}^{\text{parse}}$. 
Figure 3.5: On the subtask of identifying relations phrases, ReVerb is able to achieve even higher precision and recall than other systems.

In order to highlight the role of the relational model of each system, we also evaluate their performance on the subtask of extracting just the relation phrases from the input text. Figure 3.5 shows the precision-recall curves for each system on the relation phrase-only evaluation. In this case, ReVerb has both higher precision and recall than the other systems.

ReVerb’s biggest improvement came from the elimination of incoherent extractions. Incoherent extractions were a large fraction of the errors made by previous systems, accounting for approximately 13% of TextRunner’s extractions, 15% of woe\textsuperscript{pos}’s, and 30% of woe\textsuperscript{parse}’s. Uninformative extractions had a smaller effect on other systems’ precision, accounting for 4% of woe\textsuperscript{parse}’s extractions, 5% of woe\textsuperscript{pos}’s, and 7% of TextRunner’s, while only appearing in 1% of ReVerb’s extractions. ReVerb’s reduction in uninformative
Table 3.5: The majority of the incorrect extractions returned by ReVerb are due to errors in argument extraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ReVerb - Incorrect Extractions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65% Correct relation phrase, incorrect arguments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16% N-ary relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8% Non-contiguous relation phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% Imperative verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% Overspecified relation phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7% Other, including POS/chunking errors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

extractions resulted in a boost in recall, capturing many LVC relation phrases missed by other systems (like those shown in Table 3.2).

To test the systems’ speed, we ran each extractor on a set of 100,000 sentences using a Pentium 4 machine with 4GB of RAM. The processing times were 16 minutes for ReVerb, 21 minutes for TextRunner, 21 minutes for woEpos, and 11 hours for woEparse. The times for ReVerb, TextRunner, and woEpos are all approximately the same, since they all use the same POS-tagging and NP-chunking software. woEparse processes each sentence with a dependency parser, resulting in much longer processing time. For a more in-depth analysis of ReVerb and other Open IE systems, see the work by Mesquita et al. (2013).

### 3.4.2 ReVerb vs. TextRunner-R

The experimental results show that TextRunner-R did not learn the ReVerb constraints from the training data. This raises two questions. First, can TextRunner even represent the ReVerb constraints? Second, if TextRunner can indeed represent the ReVerb constraints, why was it unable to learn them from a sample of data?

TextRunner does not use statistical features, so it cannot possibly learn the ReVerb statistical constraint from the training data. However, TextRunner can represent the syntactic constraint. To see why, recall that TextRunner uses a linear-chain CRF to label
Table 3.6: A subset of TextRunner’s features that emulate ReVerb’s VW*P syntactic constraint. Each row is a predicate over a pair of adjacent output labels and their POS tags.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Left Label</th>
<th>Left POS</th>
<th>Right Label</th>
<th>Right POS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o-rel</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>o-rel</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o-rel</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>b-rel</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b-rel</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>i-rel</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b-rel</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>i-rel</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-rel</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>i-rel</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-rel</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>i-rel</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-rel</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>b-rel</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-rel</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>o-rel</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a sequence of words as b-rel (the beginning word of a relation phrase), i-rel (a word inside of a relation phrase), or o-rel (a word outside of a relation phrase). To discriminate between possible output labels, TextRunner uses boolean indicator features that test whether a pair of adjacent output labels and POS tags match a particular pattern. Using the same POS notation as in Figure 3.1, an example TextRunner feature is:

$$\text{Left Label} = \text{b-rel} \land \text{Left POS} = \text{V} \land \text{Right Label} = \text{i-rel} \land \text{Right POS} = \text{P}$$

This feature evaluates to true when there is a pair of adjacent output labels (b-rel, i-rel) with POS tags (V, P). These features can encode the regular expression that defines ReVerb’s syntactic constraint. Any regular expression can be translated into a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA), which defines a set of transitions that are allowed when matching the regular expression against an input string. For example, the regular expression VW*P can be encoded as the disjunction of the features shown in Table 3.6. Each row of Table 3.6 corresponds to a legal transition in the NFA for VW*P. For example, the input string (W, V, W, P, W) with predicted labels (o-rel, b-rel, i-rel, i-rel, o-rel) will cause features 2, 3, 6, and 8 to fire. If we assign large, positive weights to the features
in Table 3.6, then TextRunner’s highest-probability prediction will agree with the regular expression $VW^*P$.

Thus, TextRunner is capable of representing ReVerb’s syntactic constraint, but failed to learn it from data. The TextRunner feature representation uses on the order of ten thousand indicator functions, only a small subset of which are necessary to encode the syntactic constraint. The CRF learner searches for a parameterization of these features that maximizes the regularized likelihood of the training data. The parameterization that maximizes this objective function does not necessarily correspond to a compact regular expression like those in Figure 3.1. One potential solution to this problem would be to bias the learner to prefer parameterizations that correspond to simple regular expressions over POS tags, which could lead to better generalization and fewer incoherent extractions.

### 3.4.3 ReVerb Error Analysis

To better understand the limitations of ReVerb, we performed a detailed analysis of its errors in precision (incorrect extractions returned by ReVerb) and its errors in recall (correct extractions that ReVerb missed).

Table 3.5 summarizes the types of incorrect extractions that ReVerb returns. We found that 65% of the incorrect extractions returned by ReVerb were cases where a relation phrase was correctly identified, but the argument-finding heuristics failed. The remaining errors were cases where ReVerb extracted an incorrect relation phrase. One common mistake that ReVerb made was extracting a relation phrase that expresses an n-ary relationship via a ditransitive verb. For example, given the sentence “I gave him 15 photographs,” ReVerb extracts $(I, \text{gave, him})$. These errors are due to the fact that ReVerb only captures binary relations.

Table 3.7 summarizes the correct extractions that were extracted by other systems and were not extracted by ReVerb. As with the false-positive extractions, the majority of false negatives (52%) were due to the argument-finding heuristics choosing the wrong arguments, or failing to extract all possible arguments (in the case of coordinating conjunctions). Other sources of failure were due to the statistical constraint either failing to filter out an over-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ReVerb - Missed Extractions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52%  Could not identify correct arguments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23%  Relation filtered out by lexical constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17%  Identified a more specific relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8%   POS/chunking error</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7: The majority of extractions that were missed by ReVerb were cases where the correct relation phrase was found, but the arguments were not correctly identified.

specified relation phrase or filtering out a valid relation phrase. These errors hurt both precision and recall, since each case results in the extractor overlooking a correct relation phrase and choosing another.

3.4.4 Evaluation At Scale

Section 3.4.1 shows that ReVerb outperforms existing Open IE systems when evaluated on a sample of sentences. Previous work has shown that the frequency of an extraction in a large corpus is useful for assessing the correctness of extractions (Downey et al., 2005). Thus, it is possible a priori that ReVerb’s gains over previous systems will diminish when extraction frequency is taken into account.

In fact, we found that ReVerb’s advantage over TextRunner when run at scale is qualitatively similar to its advantage on single sentences. We ran both ReVerb and TextRunner on Banko and Etzioni’s corpus of 500 million web sentences and examined the effect of redundancy on precision.

As Downey’s work predicts (Downey et al., 2005), precision increased in both systems for extractions found multiple times, compared with extractions found only once. However, ReVerb had higher precision than TextRunner at all frequency thresholds. In fact, ReVerb’s frequency 1 extractions had a precision of 0.75, which TextRunner could not approach even with frequency-10 extractions, which had a precision of 0.34. Thus, ReVerb is able to return more correct extractions at a higher precision than TextRunner, even
when redundancy is taken into account.

3.4.5 Improvements and Applications

Since ReVerb was released in 2011, there have been many new Open IE systems that make improvements over ReVerb and ReVerb extractions have been used in many applications. In this section, I highlight some of these improvements and applications.

Improvements and Extensions to ReVerb

• While the work on ReVerb focused on identifying relation phrases, it did not directly address the problem of argument identification. ReVerb uses simple heuristic rules to identify the arguments of a relation, leading to many systematic errors in its extractions. Etzioni et al. introduce the ARGLEARNER system that provides more reliable argument identification than ReVerb’s heuristics (Etzioni et al., 2011).

• As noted earlier, ReVerb only extracts binary relationships between a pair of entities. This hurts ReVerb’s recall, and Table 3.5 shows that it also lowers precision. The Kraken system (Akbik and Löser, 2012) is an Open IE system that outperforms ReVerb by specifically targeting n-ary relationships in text.

• There has been work on increasing the recall of ReVerb by using its syntactic pattern as a way to heuristically label data, and then use machine-learning techniques to generalize from it. While this approach had limited efficacy for TexTRunner, researchers were able to design new systems that could leverage this heuristically labeled data (Schmitz et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013).

• ReVerb uses a flat, POS-tag representation for its syntactic pattern. While Table 3.3 shows that many relation phrases can be captured this way, it is unable to capture relation phrases expressed as non-contiguous phrases. The OLLIE (Schmitz et al., 2012) and Dep-OE systems explore using dependency-tree representations to increase recall.
• While ReVerb is limited to English text, other researchers have ported it to other languages including Korean (Kim and Lee, 2012) and Chinese (Tseng et al., 2014) using similar approaches.

• Researchers have acquired human-annotated training data for ReVerb via a mobile crowdsourcing application (Vaish et al., 2014).

Applications of ReVerb

ReVerb has also been used for other natural language processing tasks:

• The ReVerb syntactic pattern has been used as a feature for entity extraction (Ling and Weld, 2012).

• ReVerb extractions have been used extensively for the purpose of inferring entailment relationships between relation phrases (Berant et al., 2011, 2012; Zeichner, 2012) and inferring unseen relationships (Angeli and Manning, 2013; Chen and Wang, 2014).

• ReVerb extractions have also been linked to Freebase (Lin et al., 2012) and then used to bootstrap semantic lexicons for large-scale QA systems (Cai and Yates, 2013; Berant et al., 2013).

3.5 Conclusion

This Chapter presented ReVerb, a new technique for Open Information Extraction that proved to be faster, simpler, and more accurate than existing systems. The output of ReVerb is used in the rest of this dissertation as a source of knowledge for the Open QA systems Paralex (Chapter 4) and OQA (Chapter 5).
In this chapter, we present work on the question interpretation problem for Open QA. The Paralex system described in this chapter is the first system to perform Open QA over an extracted knowledge base. Paralex uses paraphrases from WikiAnswers to learn a function from questions to knowledge-base queries.

Table 4.1 shows example WikiAnswers paraphrase clusters for a set of factual questions. Such data provides strong signal for learning about lexical variation, but there are a number of challenges. Given that the data is community-authored, it will inevitably be incomplete, contain incorrectly tagged paraphrases, non-factual questions, and other sources of noise.

Our core contribution is a new learning approach that scalably sifts through this paraphrase noise, learning to answer a broad class of factual questions. We focus on answering open-domain questions that can be answered with single-relation queries, e.g. all of the paraphrases of “Who wrote Winnie the Pooh?” and “What cures a hangover?” in Table 4.1. The algorithm answers such questions by mapping them to executable queries over a tuple store containing relations such as \((\text{milne}, \text{authored, winnie the pooh})\) and \((\text{bloody mary, treats, hangover symptoms})\).

The approach automatically induces lexical structures, which are combined to build queries for unseen questions. It learns lexical equivalents for relations (e.g., “wrote,” “authored,” and “creator”), entities (e.g., “Winnie the Pooh” or “Pooh Bear”), and question templates (e.g., “Who is the e books?” or “Who is the r of e?”). Crucially, the approach does not require any explicit labeling of the questions in our paraphrase corpus. Instead, we use 16 seed question templates and string-matching to find high-quality queries for a small subset of the questions. The algorithm uses learned word alignments to aggressively generalize the seeds, producing a large set of possible lexical equivalences. We then learn a
| Who wrote the Winnie the Pooh books? |
| Who is the author of winnie the pooh? |
| What was the name of the author of winnie the pooh? |
| Who wrote the series of books for Winnie the poo? |
| Who wrote the children’s storybook ‘Winnie the Pooh’? |
| Who is poohs creator? |
| What relieves a hangover? |
| What is the best cure for a hangover? |
| The best way to recover from a hangover? |
| Best remedy for a hangover? |
| What takes away a hangover? |
| How do you lose a hangover? |
| What helps hangover symptoms? |
| What are social networking sites used for? |
| Why do people use social networking sites worldwide? |
| Advantages of using social network sites? |
| Why do people use social networks a lot? |
| Why do people communicate on social networking sites? |
| What are the pros and cons of social networking sites? |
| How do you say Santa Claus in Sweden? |
| Say santa clause in sweden? |
| How do you say santa clause in swedish? |
| How do they say santa in Sweden? |
| In Sweden what is santa called? |
| Who is sweden santa? |

Table 4.1: Examples of paraphrase clusters from the WikiAnswers corpus. Within each cluster, there is a wide range of syntactic and lexical variations.
linear ranking model to filter the learned lexical equivalences, keeping only those that are likely to answer questions well in practice.

Experimental results on 18 million paraphrase pairs gathered from WikiAnswers demonstrate the effectiveness of the overall approach. We performed an end-to-end evaluation against a knowledge base of 15 million facts automatically extracted from web text using ReVerb. On known-answerable questions, the approach achieved 42% recall, with 77% precision, more than quadrupling the recall over a baseline system.

We make the following contributions in this chapter:

- We introduce Paralex, an end-to-end Open QA system.
- We describe scalable learning algorithms that induce general question templates and lexical variants of entities and relations. These algorithms require no manual annotation and can be applied to large, noisy knowledge bases of relational triples.
- We evaluate Paralex on the end-task of answering questions from WikiAnswers using a knowledge base of ReVerb extractions, and show that it outperforms baseline systems.

4.1 Overview of the Approach

In this section, we give a high-level overview of the rest of the chapter.

**Problem** Our goal is to learn a function that will map a natural language question $x$ to a query $z$ over a knowledge base $K$. The knowledge base $K$ is a collection of assertions in the form $(e_1, r, e_2)$ where $r$ is a binary relation from a vocabulary $R$, and $e_1$ and $e_2$ are entities from a vocabulary $E$. We assume that the elements of $R$ and $E$ are human-interpretable strings like *population* or *new york*. In our experiments, $R$ and $E$ contain millions of entries representing ambiguous and overlapping concepts. The knowledge base is equipped with a simple interface that accepts queries in the form $(?, r, e_2)$ or $(e_1, r, ?)$. When executed,
these queries return all entities $e$ that satisfy the given relationship. Thus, our task is to find the query $z$ that best captures the semantics of the question $x$.

**Model** The question answering model includes a lexicon and a linear ranking function. The lexicon $L$ associates natural language patterns to knowledge base concepts, thereby defining the space of queries that can be derived from the input question (see Table 4.2). Lexical entries can pair strings with knowledge base entities (“nyc” and new york), strings with knowledge base relations (“big” and population), or question patterns with templated knowledge base queries (“How $r$ is $e$?” and $(?, r, e)$). We describe this model in more detail in Section 4.2.

**Learning** The learning algorithm induces a lexicon $L$ and estimates the weights $w$ of the linear ranking function. We learn $L$ by bootstrapping from an initial seed lexicon $L_0$ over a corpus of question paraphrases $C = \{(x, x') : x'$ is a paraphrase of $x\}$, like the examples in Table 4.1. We estimate $w$ by using the initial lexicon to automatically label queries in the paraphrase corpus, as described in Section 4.3.2. The final result is a scalable learning algorithm that requires no manual annotation of questions.

**Evaluation** In Section 4.6, we evaluate our system against baseline systems on the end-task of question answering against a large knowledge base of facts extracted from the web using ReVerb. We use held-out, known-answerable questions from WikiAnswers as a test set.

### 4.2 Question Interpretation Model

To answer questions, we must find the best query for a given natural language question.

#### 4.2.1 Lexicon and Derivations

To define the space of possible queries, Paralex uses a lexicon $L$ that encodes mappings from natural language to knowledge base concepts (entities, relations, and queries). Each entry in $L$ is a pair $(p, c)$ where $p$ is a pattern and $c$ is an associated knowledge base concept. Table 4.2 gives examples of the entry types in $L$: entity, relation, and question patterns.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Type</th>
<th>Natural Language Pattern</th>
<th>Knowledge Base Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>“nyc”</td>
<td>new york</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation</td>
<td>“big”</td>
<td>population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question (1-Arg.)</td>
<td>“How big is e?”</td>
<td>(?, population, e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question (2-Arg.)</td>
<td>“How r is e?”</td>
<td>(?, r, e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Example lexical entries.

**Entity patterns** match a contiguous string of words and are associated with some knowledge base entity $e \in E$.

**Relation patterns** match a contiguous string of words and are associated with a relation $r \in R$ and an argument ordering (*e.g.* the string “child” could be modeled as either parent of or child of with opposite argument ordering).

**Question patterns** match an entire question string, with gaps that recursively match an entity or relation patterns. Question patterns are associated with a templated knowledge base query, where the values of the variables are determined by the matched entity and relation patterns. A question pattern may be **1-Argument**, with a variable for an entity pattern, or **2-Argument**, with variables for an entity pattern and a relation pattern. A 2-argument question pattern may also invert the argument order of the matched relation pattern, *e.g.* “Who r e?” may have the opposite argument order of “Who did e r?”

The lexicon is used to generate a derivation $y$ from an input question $x$ to a knowledge base query $z$. For example, the entries in Table 4.2 can be used to make the following derivation from the question “How big is nyc?” to the query $z = (? , \text{population}, \text{new york})$:
How big is NYC? = (?,?,population,new york)

How r is e? = (?,?,r,e)

r
big = population
e

nyc = new york

This derivation proceeds in two steps: first matching a question form like “How r is e?” and then mapping “big” to population and “nyc” to new york. Factoring the derivation this way allows the lexical entries for “big” and “nyc” to be reused in semantically equivalent variants like “nyc how big is it?” or “Approximately how big is nyc?” This factorization helps the system generalize to novel questions that do not appear in the training set.

We model a derivation as a set of \((p_i,c_i)\) pairs, where each \(p_i\) matches a substring of \(x\), the substrings cover all words in \(x\), and the knowledge base concepts \(c_i\) compose to form \(z\). Derivations are rooted at either a 1-argument or 2-argument question entry and have entity or relation entries as leaves.

### 4.2.2 Linear Ranking Function

In general, multiple queries may be derived from a single input question \(x\) using a lexicon \(L\). Many of these derivations may be incorrect due to noise in \(L\). Given a question \(x\), we consider all derivations \(y\) and score them with \(w \cdot f(x,y)\), where \(f(x,y)\) is a \(n\)-dimensional feature representation and \(w\) is a \(n\)-dimensional weight vector. Let \(\text{Derivs}(x,L)\) be the set of all derivations \(y\) that can be generated from \(x\) using \(L\). The best derivation \(y^*(x)\) according to the model \((w,L)\) is given by:

\[
y^*(x) = \arg \max_{y \in \text{Derivs}(x,L)} w \cdot f(x,y)
\]

The best query \(z^*(x)\) can be computed directly from the derivation \(y^*(x)\).

Computing the set \(\text{Derivs}(x,L)\) involves finding all 1-Argument and 2-Argument question patterns that match \(x\), and then enumerating all possible knowledge base concepts that
match entity and relation strings. When the knowledge base and lexicon are large, this becomes intractable. We prune $\text{Deriv}(x, L)$ using the model weights $w$ by only considering the $N$-best question patterns that match $x$, before additionally enumerating any relations or entities.

For the end-to-end QA task, we return a ranked list of answers from the $k$ highest scoring queries. We score an answer $a$ with the highest score of all derivations that generate a query with answer $a$.

4.3 Learning

Paralex uses a two-part learning algorithm; it first induces an overly general lexicon (Section 4.3.1) and then learns to score derivations to increase accuracy (Section 4.3.2). Both algorithms rely on an initial seed lexicon, which we describe in Section 4.5.4.

4.3.1 Lexical Learning

The lexical learning algorithm constructs a lexicon $L$ from a corpus of question paraphrases $C = \{ (x, x') : x'$ is a paraphrase of $x \}$, where we assume that all paraphrased questions $(x, x')$ can be answered with a single, initially unknown, query (Table 4.1 shows example paraphrases). This assumption allows the algorithm to generalize from the initial seed lexicon $L_0$, greatly increasing the lexical coverage.

As an example, consider the paraphrase pair $x = \text{“What is the population of New York?”}$ and $x' = \text{“How big is NYC?”}$ Suppose $x$ can be mapped to a query under $L_0$ using the following derivation $y$:

\[
\text{What is the r of e?} = (?, r, e) \\
\text{population} = \text{population} \\
\text{new york} = \text{new york}
\]

We can induce new lexical items by aligning the patterns used in $y$ to substrings in $x'$. For example, suppose we know that the words in $(x, x')$ align in the following way:
Using this information, we can hypothesize that “How r is e,” “big,” and “NYC” should have the same interpretations as “What is the r of e,” “population,” and “New York,” respectively, and create the new entries:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{How } r \text{ is } e? & = (?, r, e) \\
\text{big} & = \text{population} \\
\text{nyc} & = \text{new york}
\end{align*}
\]

We call this procedure **InduceLex**\((x, x', y, A)\), which takes a paraphrase pair \((x, x')\), a derivation \(y\) of \(x\), and a word alignment \(A\), and returns a new set of lexical entries. Before formally describing **InduceLex** we need to introduce some definitions.

Let \(n\) and \(n'\) be the number of words in \(x\) and \(x'\). Let \([k]\) denote the set of integers \(\{1, \ldots, k\}\). A word alignment \(A\) between \(x\) and \(x'\) is a subset of \([n] \times [n']\). A phrase alignment is a pair of index sets \((I, I')\) where \(I \subseteq [n]\) and \(I' \subseteq [n']\). A phrase alignment \((I, I')\) is consistent with a word alignment \(A\) if for all \((i, i') \in A\), \(i \in I\) if and only if \(i' \in I'\). In other words, a phrase alignment is consistent with a word alignment if the words in the phrases are aligned only with each other, and not with any outside words.

We will now define **InduceLex**\((x, x', y, A)\) for the case where the derivation \(y\) consists of a 2-argument question entry \((p_q, c_q)\), a relation entry \((p_r, c_r)\), and an entity entry \((p_e, c_e)\), as shown in the example above.\(^1\) **InduceLex** returns the set of all triples \((p'_q, c_q), (p'_r, c_r), (p'_e, c_e)\) such that for all \(p'_q, p'_r, p'_e\) such that

1. \(p'_q, p'_r, p'_e\) are a partition of the words in \(x'\).

2. The phrase pairs \((p_q, p'_q), (p_r, p'_r), (p_e, p'_e)\) are consistent with the word alignment \(A\).

\(^1\)**InduceLex** has similar behavior for the other type of derivation, which consists of a 1-argument question entry \((p_q, c_q)\) and an entity \((p_e, c_e)\).
3. The $p'_r$ and $p'_e$ are contiguous spans of words in $x'$.

Figure 4.1 shows the complete lexical learning algorithm. In practice, for a given paraphrase pair $(x, x')$ and alignment $A$, InduceLex will generate multiple sets of new lexical entries, resulting in a lexicon with millions of entries. We use an existing statistical word alignment algorithm for WordAlign (see Section 4.4). In the next section, we will introduce a scalable approach for learning to score derivations to filter out lexical items that generalize poorly.

4.3.2 Weight Learning

Weight learning is necessary for filtering out derivations that use incorrect lexical entries like “new mexico” = mexico, which arise from noise in the paraphrases and noise in the word alignment. We use the hidden variable structured perceptron algorithm to learn $w$ from a list of (question $x$, query $z$) training examples. We adopt the iterative parameter mixing variation of the perceptron (McDonald et al., 2010) to scale to a large number of training examples.

Figure 4.2 shows the weight learning algorithm. The weight learning algorithm operates in two stages. First, we use the initial lexicon $L_0$ to automatically generate (question $x$, query $z$) training examples from the paraphrase corpus $C$. Then we feed the training examples into the learning algorithm, which estimates weights for the learned lexicon $L$.

Because the number of training examples is large, we adopt a parallel perceptron approach. We first randomly partition the training data $T$ into $K$ equally-sized subsets $T_1, \ldots, T_K$. We then perform perceptron learning on each partition in parallel. Finally, the learned weights from each parallel run are aggregated by taking a uniformly weighted average of each partition’s weight vector. This procedure is repeated for $T$ iterations.

The training data consists of (question $x$, query $z$) pairs, but our scoring model is over (question $x$, derivation $y$) pairs, which are unobserved in the training data. We use a hidden variable version of the perceptron algorithm (Collins, 2002), where the model weights are updated using the highest scoring derivation $y^*$ that will generate the correct query $z$ using the learned lexicon $L$. 
**function** LEARNLEXICON

**Inputs:**

- A corpus $C$ of paraphrases $(x, x')$. (Table 4.1)
- An initial lexicon $L_0$ of (pattern, concept) pairs.
- A word alignment function $\text{WordAlign}(x, x')$. (Section 4.4)
- Initial weights $w_0$.
- A function $\text{Derivs}(x, L)$ that derives queries from a question $x$ using lexicon $L$. (Section 4.2)
- A function $\text{InduceLex}(x, x', y, A)$ that induces new lexical items from the paraphrases $(x, x')$ using their word alignment $A$ and a derivation $y$ of $x$. (Section 4.3.1)

**Output:** A learned lexicon $L$.

$L = {}$

for all $x, x' \in C$ do

  if $\text{Derivs}(x, L_0)$ is not empty then

    $A \leftarrow \text{WordAlign}(x, x')$

    $y^* \leftarrow \arg \max_{y \in \text{Derivs}(x, L_0)} w_0 \cdot f(x, y)$

    $L \leftarrow L \cup \text{InduceLex}(x, x', y^*, A)$

  return $L$

Figure 4.1: The PARALEX lexicon learning algorithm.


**function** `LEARNWEIGHTS`

**Inputs:**
- A corpus $C$ of paraphrases $(x, x')$. (Table 4.1)
- An initial lexicon $L_0$ of (pattern, KB concept) pairs.
- A learned lexicon $L$ of (pattern, KB concept) pairs.
- Initial weights $w_0$.
- Number of perceptron epochs $T$.
- Number of training-data shards $K$.
- A function $\text{Derivs}(x, L)$ that derives queries from a question $x$ using lexicon $L$. (Section 4.2)
- A function $\text{PerceptronEpoch}(\mathcal{T}, w, L)$ that runs a single epoch of the hidden-variable structured perceptron algorithm on training set $\mathcal{T}$ with initial weights $w$, returning a new weight vector $w'$. (Section 4.3.2)

**Output:** A learned weight vector $w$.

// **Step 1: Generate Training Examples $\mathcal{T}$**

$\mathcal{T} = \{}$

for all $x, x' \in C$ do

if $\text{Derivs}(x, L_0)$ is not empty then

$y^* \leftarrow \arg \max_{y \in \text{Derivs}(x, L_0)} w_0 \cdot f(x, y)$

$z^* \leftarrow \text{query of } y^*$

Add $(x', z^*)$ to $\mathcal{T}$

// **Step 2: Learn Weights from $\mathcal{T}$**

Randomly partition $\mathcal{T}$ into shards $\mathcal{T}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{T}_K$

for $t = 1 \ldots T$ do

// Executed on $k$ processors

$w_{k,t} = \text{PerceptronEpoch}(\mathcal{T}_k, w_{t-1}, L)$

// Average the weights

$w_t = \frac{1}{K} \sum_k w_{k,t}$

return $w_T$

Figure 4.2: The PARALEX weight learning algorithm.
4.4 Data

For our knowledge base $K$, we use the publicly available set of 15 million ReVERB extractions. The knowledge base consists of a set of triples over a vocabulary of approximately 600K relations and 2M entities, extracted from the ClueWeb09 corpus. The ReVERB knowledge base contains a large cross-section of general world-knowledge, and thus is a good testbed for Open QA. However, the extractions are noisy, unnormalized (e.g., the entities obama, barack obama, and president obama all appear as distinct entities), and ambiguous (e.g., the relation phrase born in contains facts about both dates and locations).

Our paraphrase corpus $C$ was constructed from the collaboratively edited QA site WikiAnswers. WikiAnswers users can tag pairs of questions as alternate wordings of each other. We harvested a set of 18M of these question-paraphrase pairs, with 2.4M distinct questions in the corpus.

To estimate the precision of the paraphrase corpus, we randomly sampled a set of 100 pairs and manually tagged them as “paraphrase” or “not-paraphrase.” We found that 55% of the sampled pairs are valid paraphrased. Most of the incorrect paraphrases were questions that were related, but not paraphrased e.g. “How big is the biggest mall?” and “Most expensive mall in the world?”

We word-aligned each paraphrase pair using the MGIZA++ implementation of IBM Model 4 (Och and Ney, 2000; Gao and Vogel, 2008). The word-alignment algorithm was run in each direction ($x, x'$) and ($x', x$) and then combined using the grow-diag-final-and heuristic (Koehn et al., 2003).

4.5 Experimental Setup

We compare the following systems:

- **Paralex**: the full system, using the lexical learning and weight learning algorithms from Section 4.3.

---

2 We used version 1.1, downloaded from http://reverb.cs.washington.edu/.
3 The full set of ReVERB extractions from ClueWeb09 contains billions of triples. We used the smaller subset of triples to simplify the Paralex experiments. Chapter 5 explores Open QA over a larger set of extractions.
• **NoWeight**: Paralex without the learned weights.

• **InitOnly**: Paralex using only the initial seed lexicon.

We evaluate the systems’ performance on the end-task of QA on WikiAnswers questions.

### 4.5.1 Test Set

Our goal is to measure Paralex’s performance on question interpretation. A major challenge for evaluation is that the ReVERB knowledge base is incomplete. A system may correctly map a test question to a valid query, only to return no results when executed against the incomplete knowledge base. We factor out this source of error by semi-automatically constructing a sample of questions that are known to be answerable using the ReVERB knowledge base. This allows us to measure the performance of the systems on question interpretation.

To create the evaluation set, we identified questions $x$ in a held out portion of the WikiAnswers corpus such that (1) $x$ can be mapped to some query $z$ using an initial lexicon (described in Section 4.5.4), and (2) when $z$ is executed against the knowledge base, it returns at least one answer. We then add $x$ and all of its paraphrases as our evaluation set. For example, the question “What is the language of Hong-Kong?” satisfies these requirements, so we added these questions to the evaluation set:

- What is the language of Hong-Kong?
- What language do people in hong kong use?
- How many languages are spoken in hong kong?
- How many languages hong kong people use?
- In Hong Kong what language is spoken?
- Language of Hong-kong?

This methodology allows us to evaluate the systems’ ability to handle syntactic and lexical variations of questions that should have the same answers. We created 37 question clusters, resulting in a total of 698 questions. We removed all of these questions and their paraphrases from the training set. We also manually filtered out any incorrect paraphrases that appeared in the test clusters.
We then created a gold-standard set of \((x, a, l)\) triples, where \(x\) is a question, \(a\) is an answer, and \(l\) is a label (correct or incorrect). To create the gold-standard, we first ran each system on the evaluation questions to generate \((x, a)\) pairs. Then we manually tagged each pair with a label \(l\). This resulted in a set of approximately 2,000 human judgments. If \((x, a)\) was tagged with label \(l\) and \(x'\) is a paraphrase of \(x\), we automatically added the labeling \((x', a, l)\), since questions in the same cluster should have the same answer sets. This process resulted in a gold standard set of approximately 48,000 \((x, a, l)\) triples.
4.5.2 Metrics

We compute precision and recall of each system’s top answer. Precision is the fraction of predicted answers that are correct. Recall is the fraction of questions where a correct answer was predicted.

4.5.3 Features and Settings

The feature representation $f(x, y)$ consists of indicator functions for each lexical entry $(p, c) \in L$ used in the derivation $y$. For weight learning, we use an initial weight vector $w_0 = 0$, use $T = 20$ iterations and shard the training data into $K = 10$ pieces. We limit each system to return the top 100 knowledge base queries for each test sentence. All input words are lowercased and lemmatized.

4.5.4 Initial Lexicon

Both the lexical learning and weight learning algorithms rely on an initial seed lexicon $L_0$. The initial lexicon allows the learning algorithms to bootstrap from the paraphrase corpus.

We construct $L_0$ from a set of 16 hand-written, 2-argument question patterns and the output of the identity transformation on the entity and relation strings in the knowledge base. Table 4.3 shows the question patterns that were used in $L_0$.

4.6 Results

Figure 4.4 shows the performance of Paralex on the test questions. Paralex outperforms the baseline systems in terms of F1. The lexicon-learning algorithm boosts the recall by a factor of four over the initial lexicon, showing the utility of the Paralex algorithm. The weight-learning algorithm also results in a large gain in both precision and recall: Paralex generates a noisy set of patterns, so selecting the best query for a question is more challenging.

Figure 4.3 shows an ablation of the different types of lexical items learned by Paralex. For each row, we removed the learned lexical items from each of the types described in Section 4.2, keeping only the initial seed lexical items. The learned 2-argument question
Table 4.4: Performance on WikiAnswers questions known to be answerable using ReVERB.

Figure 4.3: Ablation of the learned lexical items.
Figure 4.4: Precision-recall curves for Paralex with and without 2-argument question patterns.
templates increase the recall of the system. This increased recall came at a cost, lowering precision from 0.86 to 0.77. Thresholding the query score allows us to trade precision for recall, as shown in Figure 4.4. Table 4.5 shows some examples of the learned entity and relation synonyms.

Table 4.5: Examples of relation and entity synonyms learned from the WikiAnswers paraphrase corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String</th>
<th>Learned Knowledge Base Relations for String</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>get rid of</td>
<td>treatment for, cause, get rid of, cure for, easiest way to get rid of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word</td>
<td>word for, slang term for, definition of, meaning of, synonym of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speak</td>
<td>speak language in, language speak in, principal language of, dialect of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>useful</td>
<td>main use of, purpose of, importance of, property of, usefulness of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String</th>
<th>Learned Knowledge Base Entities for String</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smoking</td>
<td>smoking, tobacco smoking, cigarette, smoking cigar, smoke, quit smoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiation</td>
<td>radiation, electromagnetic radiation, nuclear radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vancouver</td>
<td>vancouver, vancouver city, vancouver island, vancouver british columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein</td>
<td>protein, protein synthesis, plasma protein, monomer, dna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 2-argument question templates help PARALEX generalize over different variations of the same question, like the test questions shown in Table 4.6. For each question, PARALEX combines a 2-argument question template (shown below the questions) with the rules “celebrate” = holiday of and “christians” = christians to derive a full query. Factoring the problem this way allows PARALEX to reuse the same rules in different syntactic configurations. Note that the imperfect training data can lead to overly-specific templates like “What are the religious r of e,” which can lower accuracy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Celebrations for Christians?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r for e?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrations of Christians?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r of e?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are some celebrations for Christians?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are some r for e?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are some celebrations of the Christians?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are some r of e?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are some of Christians celebrations?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are some of e r?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What celebrations do Christians do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What r do e do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What did Christians celebrate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What did e r?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the religious celebrations of Christians?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the religious r of e?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What celebration do Christians celebrate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What r do e celebrate?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Questions from the test set with 2-argument question patterns that PARALEX used to derive a correct query.


4.7 Error Analysis

To understand how close we are to the goal of Open QA, including both knowledge acquisition and question interpretation, we ran PARALEX on an unrestricted sample of questions from WikiAnswers. We used the same methodology as described in the previous section, where PARALEX returns the top answer for each question using ReVERB.

We found that PARALEX performs worse on this dataset, with recall maxing out at approximately 6% of the questions answered at precision 0.4. This is not surprising, since the test questions are not restricted to topics covered by the ReVERB knowledge base, and may be too complex to be answered by any knowledge base of relational triples.

We performed an error analysis on a sample of 100 questions that were either incorrectly answered or unanswered. We examined the candidate queries that PARALEX generated for each question and tagged each query as correct (would return a valid answer given a correct and complete knowledge base) or incorrect. Because the input questions are unrestricted, we also judged whether the questions could be faithfully represented as a (?, r, e) or (e, r, ?) query over the knowledge base vocabulary. Table 4.7 shows the distribution of errors.

The largest source of error (36%) were on questions that could not be represented as a single-relation query. We categorized these questions into groups. The largest group (14%) were questions that need n-ary or higher-order knowledge base relations, for example “How long does it take to drive from Sacramento to Cancun?” or “What do cats and dogs have in common?” Approximately 13% of the questions were how-to questions like “How do you make axes in minecraft?” whose answers are a sequence of steps, instead of a knowledge base entity. Lastly, 9% of the questions require knowledge base operators like joins, for example “When were Bobby Orr’s children born?”

The second largest source of error (32%) were questions that could be represented as a query, but where PARALEX was unable to derive any correct queries. For example, the question “Things grown on Nigerian farms?” was not mapped to any queries, even though the ReVERB knowledge base contains the relation grown in and the entity nigeria. We found that 13% of the incorrect questions were cases where the entity was not recognized, 12% were cases where the relation was not recognized, and 6% were cases where both the
entity and relation were not recognized.

We found that 28% of the errors were cases where PARALEX derived a query that we judged to be correct, but returned no answers when executed against the knowledge base. For example, given the question “How much can a dietician earn?” PARALEX derived the query (?) \texttt{salary of, dietician} but this returned no answers in the REVERB knowledge base.

Finally, approximately 4% of the questions included typos or were judged to be inscrutable, for example “Barovier hierarchy of evidence based for pressure sore?”

**Discussion** Our experiments show that the learning algorithms described in Section 4.3 allow PARALEX to generalize beyond an initial lexicon and answer questions with higher accuracy. Our error analysis on an unrestricted set of WikiAnswers questions shows that PARALEX is still far from the goal of high-recall Open QA. We found that many questions asked on WikiAnswers are either too complex to be mapped to a simple relational query, or are not covered by the REVERB knowledge base. Further, approximately one third of the missing recall is due to question interpretation errors.

**4.8 Conclusion**

We introduced a new learning approach that induces a complete Open QA system from a large corpus of noisy question paraphrases. Using only a seed lexicon, the approach automatically learns a lexicon and linear ranking function that demonstrated high accuracy on a held-out evaluation set. In the next Chapter, we introduce the OQA system, which leverages both curated and extracted knowledge bases for Open QA and outperforms PARALEX in terms of precision and recall.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incorrectly Answered/Unanswered Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36% Complex Questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need n-ary or higher-order relations (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer is a set of instructions (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need operators e.g. joins (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32% Entity or Relation Recognition Errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity recognition errors (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation recognition errors (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity &amp; relation recognition errors (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28% Incomplete Knowledge Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derived a correct query, but no answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4% Typos/Inscrutable Questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Error distribution of PARALEX on an unrestricted sample of questions from the WikiAnswers dataset.
Chapter 5
OPEN QUESTION ANSWERING OVER CURATED AND EXTRACTED KNOWLEDGE BASES

In the previous chapter, I introduced the Paralex system, which was the first to perform Open QA over an extracted knowledge base. Recently, there has been work on scaling semantic parsing systems to work over curated knowledge bases like Freebase (Cai and Yates, 2013; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013; Berant et al., 2013). In this chapter, I introduce OQA, the first Open QA system to use both curated and extracted knowledge bases to derive answers.

A key challenge in Open QA is to be robust to the high variability found in natural language and the many ways of expressing knowledge in large-scale KBs. OQA achieves this robustness by decomposing the full QA problem into smaller sub-problems that are easier to solve. Figure 5.1 shows an example of how OQA maps the question “How can you tell if you have the flu?” to the answer “chills” over four steps. The first step rewrites the input question to “What are signs of the flu?” using a paraphrase operator mined from a large corpus of questions. The second step uses a hand-written template to parse the paraphrased question to the KB query (?x, signs of, the flu). These two steps are synergistic; paraphrase operators effectively reduce the variance of the input questions, allowing OQA to use a small set of high-precision parsing rules while maintaining recall. The third step uses a query-rewrite operator to reformulate the query as (the flu, symptoms, ?x). Query-rewrite operators are automatically mined from the KB, and allow the vocabulary mismatch between question words and KB symbols to be solved independent of parsing. Finally, the fourth step executes the rewritten query against the KB, returning the final answer.

The operators and KB are noisy, so it is possible to construct many different sequences of operations (called derivations), very few of which will produce a correct answer. OQA learns from a small amount of question-answer data to find the best derivations. Because
Figure 5.1: OQA automatically mines millions of operators (left) from unlabeled data, then learns to compose them to answer questions (right) using evidence from multiple knowledge bases.
the derivations are unobserved in the training data, we use a latent-variable structured perceptron algorithm (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Liang et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2009). OQA uses a small set of general features that allow it to generalize from a limited number of training examples. Experiments on three benchmark question sets show that OQA outperforms PARALEX, achieving twice the precision and recall.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We introduce OQA, the first Open QA system to leverage multiple, large-scale curated and extracted KBs.

- We describe an inference algorithm for deriving high-confidence answers (Section 5.5) and a hidden-variable structured perceptron algorithm for learning a scoring function from data (Section 5.6).

- We present algorithms for automatically mining paraphrase operators from a question corpus (Section 5.7.2) and KB-query rewrite operators (Section 5.7.3) from multiple KBs.

- We provide an empirical evaluation (Section 5.8), showing the relative contributions of different KBs and different system components across three question sets. We also compare OQA to the state-of-the-art QA systems PARALEX (Fader et al., 2013) and SEMPRE (Berant et al., 2013).

In Section 5.1, we describe related work in more detail before moving on to the description of OQA (Sections 5.2–5.7) and experiments (Section 5.8).

5.1 Related Work

PARALEX was the first Open QA system to operate over a noisy, extracted KB. The biggest difference between PARALEX and OQA is how they decompose the QA problem. PARALEX uses self-labeled data to learn templates that directly map questions to queries—essentially performing paraphrasing, parsing, and query-rewriting in one step. OQA treats these as
separate problems, which allows it to combine high-recall data mining techniques (for paraphrasing and query rewriting) with high-precision, hand-written rules (for parsing).

OQA’s feature representation also differs from previous work. Previous systems use a large number of lexicalized features—those involving specific lexemes or KB symbols. OQA uses unlexicalized features that operate on the level of function words, part-of-speech tags, and corpus statistics. We found that the an unlexicalized feature representation generalizes better to questions involving relationships that were never seen during training.

5.2 Task Definition and Overview

In this section, we define the QA task and give a high-level outline of OQA and our experiments.

Task and Metrics: We focus on the task of factoid QA, where the system takes a natural language question like “How can you tell if you have the flu?” as input and returns a short string answer like chills from a KB, or “no answer.” We use precision (fraction of answered questions that are correct) and recall (fraction of questions that are correctly answered) as our primary evaluation metrics.

Knowledge Base: OQA uses a simple KB abstraction where ground facts are represented as string triples (argument1, relation, argument2). We use triples from curated and extracted knowledge sources (Section 5.3.1) and provide a lightweight query language to access the KB (Section 5.3.2).

Operators and Scoring Function: OQA models QA as a process where answers are derived from questions using operators Ops (Section 5.4.1). A sequence of operators linking a question to an answer is called a derivation. OQA computes the confidence of an answer derivation \( d \) using a linear scoring function \( \text{score}(d|f, w) \), which is parameterized by a feature function \( f \) and feature weights \( w \) (Section 5.4.2).

Inference: In practice, the space of derivations defined by Ops is too large to enumerate. OQA uses heuristic search over partial derivations, guided by score\((d|f, w)\), to generate high-scoring candidate answers for an input question (Section 5.5).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th># Triples</th>
<th># Relation Phrases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freebase</td>
<td>Curated</td>
<td>300M</td>
<td>18K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open IE (Fader et al., 2011)</td>
<td>Extracted</td>
<td>500M</td>
<td>6M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probase (Wu et al., 2012)</td>
<td>Extracted</td>
<td>200M</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELL (Carlson et al., 2010)</td>
<td>Extracted</td>
<td>2M</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Knowledge bases used by OQA.

**Learning:** OQA learns the weights $w$ from a small set of question-answer pairs. Because annotated answer derivations are difficult to obtain, we use a latent-variable structured perceptron algorithm that treats answer derivations as unobserved variables in the training data (Section 5.6).

**Operators and Features:** OQA uses four types of operators: a small set of parsing operators (Section 5.7.1), a large set of paraphrase operators mined from a question corpus (Section 5.7.2), a large set of query-rewrite rules mined from the KB (Section 5.7.3), and an execution operator that interfaces with the KB (Section 5.7.4). Each operator is paired with a small set of features used to compute $f$. Using a small feature set results in better generalization from limited training data.

**System Evaluation:** We evaluate OQA using three question sets. We compare OQA to the Open QA system Paralex and the Freebase QA system SemPre (Berant et al., 2013). We then test the contributions of each knowledge source and system component via ablation.

### 5.3 Knowledge Base

This section describes where OQA’s knowledge comes from and the query language it uses to access the knowledge.
5.3.1 Knowledge Base Sources

Table 5.1 summarizes the knowledge sources in OQA. OQA uses one curated KB (Freebase) and three extracted KBs (Open IE, Probase, and NELL).

**Freebase** is an open-domain, collaboratively edited KB. Freebase has comprehensive coverage of certain domains like film or geography, but does not contain imprecise assertions like “chicken is high in protein.” Freebase maintains canonical string representations of its entities and relations, which we use to coerce facts into string triples.\(^1\)

**Open IE** (Banko et al., 2007; Fader et al., 2011) is a family of techniques used to extract binary relationships from billions of web pages containing unstructured text. Open IE has the unique property that its relations are unnormalized natural language, which results in over two orders of magnitude more relation phrases than Freebase. The Open IE assertions are noisy and lack the comprehensive domain coverage found in Freebase. However, Open IE contains many of the informal assertions that are not found in curated KBs. For example, Open IE produces assertions like (pepper, provides a source of, vitamins a and c). Open IE triples are annotated with metadata including extractor confidence and corpus frequency, and some triple arguments are linked to Freebase entities (Lin et al., 2012).

**Probase** (Wu et al., 2012) is an extracted KB containing “is-a” relations, *e.g.*, (paris, is-a, beautiful city) or (physicist, is-a, scientist). Probase triples are annotated with statistical metadata that measure the confidence of each extraction.

**NELL** (Carlson et al., 2010) is an extracted KB that contains approximately 300 relation phrases. NELL generally has high precision, but low recall.

The union of these KBs forms a single resource containing a billion noisy, redundant, and inconsistent assertions. While there is a vast body of literature exploring the problem of data integration (Doan et al., 2012), these techniques require a target schema, which does not exist for our knowledge sources. Instead of making an offline commitment to a single schema, at runtime OQA hypothesizes many interpretations for each question. These hypotheses are encoded using the query language described in the next section.

\(^1\)We discard Freebase facts that are not binary relations.
What fruits are a source of vitamin C?

\[ ?x : (\text{?x, is-a, fruit}) \text{ (?x, source of, vitamin c)} \]

```
SELECT t0.arg1 FROM triples AS t0, triples AS t1
WHERE
  keyword-match(t0.rel, "is-a") AND
  keyword-match(t0.arg2, "fruit") AND
  keyword-match(t1.rel, "source of") AND
  keyword-match(t1.arg2, "vitamin c") AND
  string-similarity(t0.arg1, t1.arg1) > 0.9
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t0.arg1</th>
<th>t0.rel</th>
<th>t0.arg2</th>
<th>t1.arg1</th>
<th>t1.rel</th>
<th>t1.arg2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lychee</td>
<td>is a</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>Lychees</td>
<td>good source of</td>
<td>vitamin c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>star-fruit</td>
<td>is a</td>
<td>tropical</td>
<td>starfruit</td>
<td>source of</td>
<td>vitamin c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>pepper</td>
<td>provides a</td>
<td>vitamins c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>source of</td>
<td>and a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.2: Top: An example question and query used by OQA. Middle: The query semantics expressed as SQL. Bottom: The results when executed against a knowledge base (answers highlighted).

5.3.2 Query Language

The query language used in OQA provides a lightweight interface between natural language and KB assertions. In contrast to the semantic parsing literature (Zelle and Mooney, 1996), a OQA query is not intended to represent the complete, formal semantic interpretation of a question. Instead, the query language is used to separate the parsing problem (identifying predicate-argument structure) from the vocabulary-matching problem (matching natural language symbols to KB symbols) (Grosz et al., 1987; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013). This factorization is at the core of the OQA approach, which uses different operators to solve
OQA’s query language is capable of representing conjunctive queries (Chandra and Merlin, 1977). Because our KB is unnormalized and contains only strings, OQA uses keyword matching and string similarity as primitive operations. Figure 5.2 shows how the question “What fruits are a source of vitamin C?” can be represented as the query \(?x : (?x, \text{is-a, fruit}) (?x, \text{source of, vitamin c}).\) This particular query represents one possible mapping of the question to a predicate-argument structure. The middle box of Figure 5.2 shows how the semantics of the query can be interpreted as a SQL expression over a single table \text{triples} with string columns \text{arg1}, \text{rel}, and \text{arg2}. A OQA query consists of a projection variable (e.g., \(?x\)) and a list of conjuncts. Each conjunct contains a mix of string literals (e.g., \text{fruit}) and variables. String literals correspond to keyword-matching constraints on the table columns, while variables correspond to string-similarity join constraints.

Having keyword matching and string similarity incorporated into the query semantics leads to another useful factorization. The query language provides a general, high-recall solution to the problem of minor surface-form variations (e.g., joining \text{star-fruit} with \text{starfruit} or matching \text{source of} with \text{provides a source of} in Figure 5.2). OQA can then increase precision by computing question- or KB-specific features as soft constraints on the output. For example, it uses a feature that checks whether two join keys are linked to the same Freebase entity, if this information is available. This lets OQA maintain a simple data model (entity-linking is not required) while allowing for domain knowledge to be modeled via features.

5.4 Deriving and Scoring Answers

OQA factors question answering into a set of smaller, related problems including paraphrasing, parsing, and query reformulation. The solutions to each of these sub-problems can then be applied in sequence to give a complete mapping from question to answer. Figure 5.3 shows example derivations for the question “How can you tell if you have the flu?” Our approach consists of two parts: (1) derivation operators, which define the space of possible answers for a given question, and (2) a scoring function, which returns a real-valued confidence for a derivation.
5.4.1 Derivation Operators

More formally, we model question answering as the process of mapping a question \( q \) to an answer \( a \) by applying operators from some set \( \text{Ops} \). Each operator \( o \in \text{Ops} \) takes a state object \( s \in \text{States} \) as input and returns a set \( o(s) \subseteq \text{States} \) of successor states as output. State objects encode intermediate values that are used during the question-answering procedure.

In Figure 5.3, the intermediate question “What are signs of the flu?” is a state object that is related to the query \( \text{?x : (}\text{x, sign of, flu} \text{)} \) via a parsing operator. We use three types of states: question states, query states, and answer states.

Operations can be chained together into a derivation. A single derivation step encodes the process of applying an operator \( o \) to some state \( s \) and picking a successor state \( s' \in o(s) \) from the output. A derivation \( d = (o, s, k) \) consists of a sequence of \( k \) operators \( o = (o_1, \ldots, o_k) \) and a sequence of \( k + 1 \) states \( s = (s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_k) \) satisfying \( s_i \in o_i(s_{i-1}) \) for all \( 1 \leq i \leq k \).

An answer \( a \) is derivable from a question \( q \) under the operator set \( \text{Ops} \) if there exists some derivation \( (o, s, k) \) such that \( s_0 = q \) and \( s_k = a \). We use the notation \( \text{Derivs}(q, \text{Ops}) \) to represent the space of all possible derivations from the question \( q \) under the operations \( \text{Ops} \) ending at answer \( a \).

In our implementation of OQA, the operator set \( \text{Ops} \) contains millions of operators, combining both hand-written operators and operators learned from data. These operators are noisy: incorrect answers can be derived from most questions. Thus, estimating the confidence of a derivation is necessary for returning answers with high precision.

5.4.2 Scoring Function

To compute the confidence of a derivation, OQA uses a scoring function. The scoring function computes a real value for a given derivation, where large, positive scores are assigned to high-confidence derivations.

We make two assumptions about the form of the scoring function. First, we assume that

\(^2\text{In OQA, } 2 \leq k \leq 4: \text{ parsing and execution steps are required to derive an answer, and we limit derivations to have at most one paraphrase step and one query-rewrite step.}\)
Figure 5.3: OQA computes operator-specific features to discriminate between correct derivations (left path) and incorrect derivations (right path).
the score is a linear function over features computed from a derivation. This will allow us to use familiar algorithms to learn the function from data. Second, we assume that the feature function decomposes over derivation steps. This allows us to use the scoring function to score partial derivations, which is useful for searching over $\text{Derivs}(q, \text{Ops})$ (discussed further in Section 5.5).

Under these assumptions, the score of a derivation $d = (o, s, k)$ can be written as

$$\text{score}(d|f, w) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} w \cdot f(s_0, s_{i-1}, o_i, s_i),$$

(5.1)

where $f$ is an $n$-dimensional feature function that maps a derivation step into $\mathbb{R}^n$ and $w$ is an $n$-dimensional weight vector. Because $s_0$ (the input question) is a constant in all derivations, we pass it as an argument to the feature function. This allows features to compute properties relating derivation steps to the input question.

Figure 5.3 shows an example of how the scoring function can discriminate between a correct answer (left) and an incorrect answer (right). The derivation on the left rewrites the original query using a high-confidence rule and uses high-confidence evidence returned from the KB. The derivation on the right uses a low-confidence rewrite rule and low-confidence evidence—and is thus assigned a lower score.

In our implementation of OQA, we learn $w$ from a small set of question-answer pairs (Section 5.6) and define $f$ to compute operator-specific features (Section 5.7).

5.5 Inference

We focus on the task of finding a single answer with the highest confidence under the scoring function, which amounts to solving the following equation for an input question $q$:

$$d^* = \arg\max_{d \in \text{Derivs}(q, \text{Ops})} \text{score}(d|f, w).$$

(5.2)

The underlying knowledge base and set of operators are both large enough that exhaustively enumerating $\text{Derivs}(q, \text{Ops})$ is not feasible. Instead, OQA uses beam search informed by the scoring function to explore $\text{Derivs}(q, \text{Ops})$. We refer to the beam search routine as DeriveAnswers.
The algorithm takes a question \( q \) as input and returns a set of derivations \( D \subseteq \text{Deriv}(q, \text{Ops}) \). The output set \( D \) is constructed by iteratively growing partial derivations starting at the initial question state \( s_0 = q \). The algorithm maintains a beam of partial derivations, each scored by the function \( \text{score}(d|f, w) \). At every iteration, a partial derivation is selected to be extended. Extending a derivation \( d = (o, s, k) \) amounts to computing successors to the state \( s_k \) and appending the successors to construct new derivations. This process is repeated until there are no partial derivations left to extend or until a time limit is reached.

In practice, the scoring function \( \text{score}(d|f, w) \) generally assigns higher scores to short derivations, e.g. derivations that do not use a query-rewrite operator. We found that this bias will flood the beam with high-scoring partial derivations occurring early in the search, and later options will not be considered. To avoid this problem, we maintain separate beams for each state-type in the search, similar to the decoding algorithms used in statistical machine translation (Koehn, 2004). OQA uses beam search both at runtime and during learning, which we describe in the next section.

### 5.6 Learning

A key challenge in learning \( \text{score}(d|f, w) \) is that obtaining labeled answer derivations requires expert annotators and is time consuming. Following recent work in semantic parsing (Clarke et al., 2010; Berant et al., 2013; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013), we use question-answer pairs as indirect supervision and treat answer derivations as unobserved variables in the training data. Question-answer pairs like \( q = \text{"How can you tell if you have the flu?"}, A = \{\text{chills, fever, aches}\} \) are easier to obtain and do not require expert annotators.

We use the latent-variable structured perceptron algorithm (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Liang et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2009) to learn \( w \) from example question-answer pairs. Figure 5.4 shows the pseudocode for the \textsc{LearnWeights} algorithm.

The algorithm takes as input a set of \( N \) pairs \((q_i, A_i)\) for \( i = 1, \ldots, N \), where \( A_i \) is a set containing string answers to \( q_i \). For each training example, the algorithm calls \textsc{DeriveAnswers} to generate a candidate set of answer derivations \( D \). The algorithm then chooses a derivation \( \hat{d} \) that has the highest score according to the current weights and makes the prediction \( \hat{a} = \text{answer}(\hat{d}) \). If \( \hat{a} \) is correct (i.e., it is in \( A_i \)), the algorithm proceeds to the next
**function** LearnWeights

**Inputs:**

Number of iterations $T$

$N$ example questions with answers $(q_1, A_1), \ldots, (q_N, A_N)$

Initial model $(\text{Ops}, f, w)$ (Defined in Section 5.4)

Function DeriveAnswers (Defined in Section 5.5)

**Output:**

Learned weights $w$

for $t = 1, \ldots, T$ do

for $i = 1, \ldots, N$ do

$D = \text{DeriveAnswers}(q_i, \text{Ops}, f, w)$

$\hat{d} = \text{arg max}_{d \in D} \text{score}(d|f, w)$

if $\text{answer}(\hat{d}) \notin A_i$ then

$D^* = \{d \in D : \text{answer}(d) \in A_i\}$

$d^* = \text{arg max}_{d \in D^*} \text{score}(d|f, w)$

$w = w + f(d^*) - f(\hat{d})$

return average of $w$ over all iterations

Figure 5.4: The weight-learning algorithm.

example. If $\hat{a}$ is incorrect, then the learner picks the highest scoring derivation $d^*$ such that $\text{answer}(d^*)$ is in $A_i$. The algorithm then performs an additive update $w = w + f(d^*) - f(\hat{d})$. If there are no derivations with a correct answer in $D$, then the learner immediately proceeds to the next example without performing an update. Finally, the algorithm returns the average value of $w$ over all iterations, which improves generalization (Freund and Schapire, 1999).
5.7 Operators and Features

In this section, we describe the operators that OQA uses to derive answers. The operators factor the end-to-end QA problem into smaller subproblems:

Parsing operators (Section 5.7.1) are responsible for interfacing between natural language questions and the KB query language described in Section 5.3.2. OQA uses a small number of high-precision templates to map questions to queries.

Paraphrase operators (Section 5.7.2) are responsible for rewording the input question into the domain of a parsing operator. In an offline process, OQA mines 5 million lexicalized paraphrase-templates from an unlabeled corpus of open-domain questions.

Query-rewrite operators (Section 5.7.3) are responsible for interfacing between the vocabulary used in the input question and the internal vocabulary used by the KBs. OQA implements its query-rewrite operators by mining a set of 75 million relation-entailment pairs from the knowledge bases described in Section 5.3.1.

The execution operator (Section 5.7.4) is responsible for fetching and combining evidence from the KB, given a query.

For each operator, OQA computes general, domain independent features that are used in the scoring function. These features are unlexicalized in the sense that they do not compute any values associated with content words in either the question or the KB.

In the following subsections, we describe each type of operator in detail and describe the operator-specific features used by the scoring function.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Pattern</th>
<th>Query Pattern</th>
<th>Example Question</th>
<th>Example Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who/What RV$<em>{rel}$ NP$</em>{arg}$</td>
<td>(?x, rel, arg)</td>
<td>Who invented papyrus?</td>
<td>(?x, invented, papyrus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who/What Aux NP$<em>{arg}$ RV$</em>{rel}$</td>
<td>(arg, rel, ?x)</td>
<td>What did Newton discover?</td>
<td>(Newton, discover, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where/When Aux NP$<em>{arg}$ RV$</em>{rel}$</td>
<td>(arg, rel in, ?x)</td>
<td>Where was Edison born?</td>
<td>(Edison, born in, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where/When is NP$_{arg}$</td>
<td>(arg, is in, ?x)</td>
<td>Where is Detroit?</td>
<td>(Detroit, is in, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who/What is NP$_{arg}$</td>
<td>(arg, is-a, ?x)</td>
<td>What is potassium?</td>
<td>(potassium, is-a, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/Which NP$<em>{rel2}$ Aux NP$</em>{arg}$</td>
<td>(arg, rel1 rel2, ?x)</td>
<td>What sport does Sosa play?</td>
<td>(Sosa, play sport, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/Which NP$<em>{rel}$ is NP$</em>{arg}$</td>
<td>(arg, rel, ?x)</td>
<td>What ethnicity is Dracula?</td>
<td>(Dracula, ethnicity, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/Who is NP$<em>{arg}$’s NP$</em>{rel}$</td>
<td>(arg, rel, ?x)</td>
<td>What is Russia’s capital?</td>
<td>(Russia, capital, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/Which NP$<em>{type}$ Aux NP$</em>{arg}$</td>
<td>(?x, is-a, type) (arg, rel, ?x)</td>
<td>What fish do sharks eat?</td>
<td>(?x, is-a, fish) (sharks, eat, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/Which NP$<em>{type}$ RV$</em>{rel}$ NP$_{arg}$</td>
<td>(?x, is-a, type) (?x, rel, arg)</td>
<td>What states make oil?</td>
<td>(?x, is-a, states) (?x, make, oil)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: High-precision parsing operators used to map questions to queries. Question templates are expressed using noun phrases (NP), auxiliary verbs (Aux), and ReVerb patterns (RV). Subscripts denote regex-style capture groups.
5.7.1 Parsing Operators

To map questions to queries, we use the set of 10 hand-written operators shown in Table 5.2. Each operator consists of a question pattern and a query pattern.

A question pattern is expressed as a regular expression over part-of-speech (POS) tags and function words. To detect noun phrases (NPs), we use a POS pattern that matches a sequence of nouns, determiners, and adjectives. We use the ReVerb pattern (Fader et al., 2011) to detect relation phrases. Each question pattern uses named capture-groups to select substrings from the input question.

A query pattern consists of a query (defined in Section 5.3.2) containing pointers to capture groups from the question pattern. When a question pattern matches a question, the captured strings are substituted into the query pattern to generate a complete query. For example, the question pattern in the first row of Table 5.2 matches “Who invented papyrus?” and captures the substrings \{rel \rightarrow “invented”, arg \rightarrow “papyrus”\}. These are substituted into the query pattern (\(?x, rel, arg\)) to produce the output (\(?x, invented, papyrus\)).

**Features:** Because some question patterns may be more reliable than others, we include an indicator feature for each question pattern. We also include indicator features for the POS sequence of the capture groups and the POS tags to the left and right of each capture group.

5.7.2 Paraphrasing Operators

The parsing operators in Table 5.2 have high precision but low recall. To increase recall, we use paraphrase operators to map questions onto the domain of the parsing operators. Each paraphrase operator is implemented as a pair of paraphrase templates like the examples in Table 5.3.

Each paraphrase template consists of a natural language string with a slot that captures some argument.\(^3\) For example, the first source template in Table 5.3 matches the question

\[^3\text{While Paralex allows for both 1-argument and 2-argument templates, oqa only uses 1-argument templates. Extending oqa to use 2-argument templates is future work.}\]
“How does nicotine affect your body?” This question can then be paraphrased by substituting the argument “nicotine” into the target template, yielding the new question “What body system does nicotine affect?”

We follow the work of Paralex and automatically mine these source/target template pairs from the WikiAnswers paraphrase corpus. We use an updated crawl of WikiAnswers that consists of 23 million question-clusters that users have grouped as synonymous. Each question cluster contains an average of 25 questions. In general, the clusters have low precision due to mistakes or users grouping related, but non-synonymous questions (e.g., “How to say shut up in french?” is grouped with “Is it nice to say shut up?”).

We extracted 200,000 templates that occurred in at least 10 question clusters. For each pair of templates \((t, t')\), we define the co-occurrence count \(c(t, t')\) to be the number of clusters where \(t\) and \(t'\) both occur with the same argument. For example, if a cluster contains the questions “Why do we use ___?” and “What did ___ replace?” we would increment the count \(c(Why\ do\ we\ use\ _,\ What\ did\ _\ replace?)\) by 1. For each template pair \((t, t')\) such that \(c(t, t') \geq 5\), we define paraphrase operators \(t \rightarrow t'\) and \(t' \rightarrow t\). This generates a set of 5 million paraphrase operators. During inference, all possible paraphrases of a question \(q\) are computed by considering all substrings of \(q\) (up to 5 tokens) as the argument.
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4http://wiki.answers.com
Features: The paraphrase operators are automatically extracted from a noisy corpus, and are not always reliable. We compute statistical and syntactic features to estimate the confidence of using the operator $t \rightarrow t'$ to paraphrase a question $q$ to a new question $q'$ using argument $a$. The statistical features include the pointwise mutual information (PMI) between $t$ and $t'$ in the WikiAnswers corpus and a language model score of $q'$. The syntactic features include the POS sequence of the matched argument $a$, and the POS tags to the left and right of $a$ in $q$.

5.7.3 Query-Rewrite Operators

To handle the mismatch between natural language vocabulary and the KB vocabulary, we mine query rewrite rules. We focus on handling the mismatch between relation words in the question and relation words in the KB. Table 5.4 lists example query rewrite rules. Each rule encodes a translation from one relation phrase to another, with a possible re-ordering of the arguments. For example, the first row in Table 5.4 is an operator that allows the relation phrase children to be rewritten as was born to$^{-1}$, where the superscript denotes inverted argument ordering.

We follow previous work on mining equivalent relations (Lin and Pantel, 2001; Yates and Etzioni, 2009) and count the number of shared argument-pairs between two relation phrases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Query</th>
<th>Target Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(?x, children, ?y)</td>
<td>(?y, was born to, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?x, birthdate, ?y)</td>
<td>(?x, date of birth, ?y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?x, is headquartered in, ?y)</td>
<td>(?x, is based in, ?y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?x, invented, ?y)</td>
<td>(?y, was invented by, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?x, is the language of, ?y)</td>
<td>(?y, languages spoken, ?x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Example query-rewrite operators mined from the knowledge bases described in Section 5.3.1.
For example, the tuples (hermann einstein, children, albert einstein) and (albert einstein, was born to, hermann einstein) both appear in the KB, so children and was born to\(^{-1}\) share the argument pair (herman einstein, albert einstein). We construct a query rewrite operator for each pair of relation phrases \((r, r')\) that share at least 10 argument pairs. This results in a set of 74 million \((r, r')\) pairs that we include as operators.

**Features:** As with the paraphrase templates (Section 5.7.2), we compute the PMI for each pair of relation phrases as a feature.

### 5.7.4 Execution Operator

The execution operator takes a query as input and returns a set of tuples, as shown in Figure 5.2. We store the KB \((\text{arg}1, \text{relation}, \text{arg}2)\) triples in an inverted index\(^6\) that allows for efficient keyword search over the three triple fields. We implemented a simple query optimizer that performs joins over triples by making multiple queries to the KB. Due to the size of the KB, we limit each keyword search over the triples to return the top 100 hits. The output of the execution operator is an answer state, containing a string answer and a joined tuple of evidence.

**Features:** We use features to estimate the reliability of the KB output. The features examine properties of the query, the returned tuple evidence, and the answer.

We measure the keyword similarity between two strings by lemmatizing them, removing stopwords, and computing the cosine similarity. We then include the keyword similarity between the query and the input question, the keyword similarity between the query and the returned evidence, and an indicator feature for whether the query involves a join.

The evidence features compute KB-specific properties. Extracted triples have confidence scores, which are included as features. We compute the join-key string similarity measured using the Levenshtein distance. We also include indicator features for the source of each triple (e.g., whether the triple is from Open IE or Freebase).

The answer features compute conjunctions of properties of the input question and the
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\(^6\)https://lucene.apache.org/solr/
answer. We compute whether the question begins with some common prefixes (e.g., Who, What, When, How many, etc.). For the answer, we compute word-shape features (e.g., “Kansas” has the word shape “Aaa” and “December 1941” has the word shape “Aaaa 1111”). This allows the system to learn that features like question starts with When ∧ answer has shape 1111 are indicative of a correct answer.

5.8 Experimental Setup

We are interested in answering three questions: (1) How does OQA compare to the state-of-the-art systems Paralex, Sempre, and Wolfram|Alpha? (2) How do the different knowledge sources affect performance? (3) How do the different system components affect performance?

We investigate these questions by comparing performance on three question sets. Given a question $q$, each system returns an answer $a$ with confidence $c \in \mathbb{R}$ or “no answer.” We then measure the precision (correct answers/answers returned), recall (correct answers/questions), and F1 score (harmonic mean of precision and recall). We also compute precision-recall curves that show how precision is traded for recall as the minimum confidence to return an answer is varied. We describe the three question sets in Section 5.8.1 and the system settings in Section 5.8.2.

5.8.1 Question Sets

In our experiments, we use three question sets: WebQuestions, TREC, and WikiAnswers. Figure 5.5 shows statistics and example questions from each set.

**WebQuestions** was introduced by the authors of the Sempre system (Berant et al., 2013). The questions were generated from Google Autocomplete using a seed set of Freebase entities. Amazon Mechanical Turk users then provided answers in the form of Freebase concepts. Questions that could not be answered using Freebase were filtered out. Out of the three test sets, WebQuestions has the unique property that the questions are known *a priori* to be answerable using Freebase.
**WebQuestions**

| 3,778  | train   | who influenced wolfgang amadeus mozart? |
| 2,032  | test    | who won the super bowl xliiv 2010?      |
|        |         | where was nicki minaj born?             |
|        |         | what is in liverpool england?           |
|        |         | who is the leader of france 2012?       |

**TREC**

| 962    | train   | What other countries do Kurds live in?  |
| 517    | test    | What year was Barry Manilow born?      |
|        |         | What format was VHS’s main competition? |
|        |         | Who is the chairman of WWE?             |
|        |         | What is Muscular Dystrophy?             |

**WikiAnswers**

| 1,334  | train   | What is Matthew henson’s mothers name?  |
| 731    | test    | Who is a retired gay nfl football player?|
|        |         | Do beluga whales eat penguins?          |
|        |         | Why were the conquistadors important?   |
|        |         | How does psychiatry benefit society?    |

Table 5.5: The three question sets used in our experiments.
TREC was introduced for the purpose of evaluating information retrieval QA systems (Voorhees and Tice, 2000). We re-purpose the TREC questions to test our KB-based Open QA systems. While the TREC questions were designed to be answerable using a small collection of test documents, they are not guaranteed to be answerable using any of the KBs described in Section 5.3.1.

WikiAnswers is a set of questions that were randomly sampled from a crawl of WikiAnswers. The WikiAnswers question set is disjoint from the corpus used to extract the paraphrasing operators described in Section 5.7.2. WikiAnswers questions are very challenging and ambiguous, and are not necessarily answerable by any KB.

WebQuestions and TREC both have gold-standard answer sets for each question, and WikiAnswers questions often have no answers available. However, due to the open-domain nature of our experiments, the gold-standard answer sets are incomplete. If a system’s top answer was not already included in the provided gold-standard sets, we manually tagged the answers as correct or incorrect.

5.8.2 System Settings

OQA: We examine two different training conditions. In the first condition, we trained OQA on each training set independently. In the second condition, we trained OQA on the union of the WebQuestions, TREC, and WikiAnswers training sets.

For inference, we used a beam capacity of 1,000 and a search time limit of 20 seconds. For learning, we initialized 10 of the feature weights to be +1/-1 based on whether the features are indicative of good derivations (e.g., PMI scores) or bad derivations (e.g., verbs as paraphrase-template arguments). We set the number of perceptron iterations (between 1 and 5) using a fraction of held-out training data. For the first perceptron iteration, we interactively trained the system by providing the set $D^*$ in Figure 5.4.

Paralex: We used PARALEX to parse questions to queries, and then execute them against the same KB as OQA. PARALEX provides a score for each query. For each answer that the query returns, we use the score from the query as a measure of confidence.
Figure 5.5: Training the scoring function on the union of all training data results in higher precision and recall on TREC and WikiAnswers.

**Sempre:** The authors of **Sempre** also make it available for download. Sempre comes with a model trained on the WebQuestions question set. We attempted to train Sempre with questions from TREC and WikiAnswers, but found that the WebQuestions model had higher performance on held-out development questions, so we use the WebQuestions model in our experiments. The Sempre system is only able to access Freebase, and is thus used as a baseline to test the oqa’s ability to access both curated and extracted KBs.

**Wolfram|Alpha:** We queried Wolfram|Alpha via its public API. We took the top answer returned by the system.

### 5.9 Experimental Results

Figure 5.5 shows the precision-recall curves comparing oqa under the two different training conditions. Training the scoring function on the union of all training data results in higher precision and recall on TREC and WikiAnswers, but does not have a large effect on the WebQuestions performance. TREC and WikiAnswers contain many questions that cannot
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be answered using the OQA knowledge base, so the effective size of the training sets is smaller than WebQuestions. The questions in WebQuestions are known to be answerable using Freebase, so OQA is able to learn from a greater fraction of the WebQuestions training set than on TREC and WikiAnswers.

Figure 5.6 shows the precision-recall curves of OQA and Paralex on the test questions. OQA achieves both higher precision and recall than Paralex across all three question sets. OQA’s scoring function was able to avoid many of the errors made by Paralex. For example, Paralex made a systematic error confusing “Where” and “When” questions, e.g., it was unable to tell that 1985 is an unlikely answer to a question that begins with “Where.” In contrast, OQA was able to compute features of the full derivation (including the answer), which allowed it to learn not to make this type of error.

Figure 5.7 shows the precision-recall curves of OQA and Sempre on the test questions. In this case, Sempre is has higher precision and recall than OQA on WebQuestions. Sempre performs better on WebQuestions through its use of lexicalized features, e.g., there is a single feature indicating that the string “see in” corresponds to the Freebase relation tourist attraction. These features allow Sempre to better fit the distribution of relations and entities in WebQuestions. In contrast, OQA uses only unlexicalized features like POS tags and corpus statistics like PMI, which limit OQA’s ability to fit the WebQuestions training
Figure 5.7: Sempre has higher precision and recall on WebQuestions, which are known to be answerable in Freebase. However, OQA outperforms Sempre on TREC and WikiAnswers, which were not developed for any particular KB.

However, OQA performs better on TREC and WikiAnswers for two reasons. First, OQA is uses both extracted and curated knowledge sources, so it is more likely to have an answer in its KB. Second, Sempre requires lexical overlap in its training and testing set, which is not satisfied in the TREC and WikiAnswers questions.

Figure 5.8 shows the precision-recall curves of OQA compared to Wolfram|Alpha (WA). Because WA does not return a confidence value for its answers, we plot a single precision-recall point. WA has higher precision than OQA, but lower recall. WA uses “extensive human curation” to perform question interpretation at very high precision. However, it fails to answer simple questions like “What do the Maori Eat?” that are not covered by its curated knowledge base.

Figure 5.9 shows the effects of removing different components from OQA. The weight-learning algorithm improves performance over the default weights defined in the experimental setup, with the exception of WikiAnswers. The learned weights have lower F1 on WikiAnswers because most questions in the WikiAnswers training set could not be parsed
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Figure 5.8: WolframAlpha achieves higher precision but lower recall than OQA.

to any answer, which reduced the effective size of the training set.

The paraphrase operators improve performance on WebQuestions and WikiAnswers, but not on TREC. We found that many TREC questions were covered by the parser operators in Table 5.2, so the paraphrase operators did not add much. In contrast, the WebQuestions and WikiAnswers questions exhibit much more lexical and syntactic variation, so the paraphrase operators helped.

The query-rewrite operators led to only a slight improvement on the TREC question set, and had at best no effect on WebQuestions and WikiAnswers. We examined the output and found some high-confidence examples where the query-rewrite operators helped, e.g., the question “When did the Big Dig begin?” was answered by rewriting (big dig, begin in, ?x) to (big dig, broke ground in, ?x). However, most derivations that used a query-rewrite operator were assigned low confidence, and had limited effect on recall.

Figure 5.10 shows the effects of removing a knowledge source from OQA on system performance. Removing Open IE from the KB lowers the F1 score across all test sets. Freebase helps the most on the WebQuestions set (which was designed specifically for Freebase), but is less useful for TREC and WikiAnswers. Probase is most useful for WikiAnswers, which contains many “What is…” questions that can be answered using Probase’s is-a relations. NELL is largely a subset of the other KBs, so it had no effect on OQA’s performance.
Figure 5.9: The relative contributions of each system component depend on the distribution of test questions. (Error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean, computed over 10,000 bootstrap samples of test data.)

Figure 5.10: OQA performs best using multiple knowledge sources, in particular Open IE, Freebase, and Probase.
5.10 Discussion

The experimental results in the previous section exemplify the power-generality tradeoff discussed in the introduction: OQA uses a small number of general, unlexicalized features, which provided better generalization. However, this limits OQA’s ability to take full advantage of the training data. For example, OQA was unable to answer questions like “What time zone is in South Africa have?” despite seeing several nearly-identical questions in the WebQuestions training data. A challenge for the future is to engineer OQA to take advantage of lexical cues when they are available. Extending OQA to induce higher-precision operators during discriminative training may be one way.

One problem that has gone unaddressed by all of the discussed QA systems is modeling whether a given question is answerable with the given KB and operators. For example, OQA currently has no way to answer truth-false questions like “Are dogs mammals?” Yet OQA systematically chains low-confidence operators together to derive incorrect answers for them, which hurts precision. A measure of answerability would be useful in scenarios where high-precision is required.

Table 5.6 shows examples from the test data where OQA derives correct answers. The first example shows a query rewrite operator that modifies the relation marry to has wife. The second example shows a paraphrase operator that maps “What are _ made of?” to “What material are _ made of?” In this case, the paraphrase operator introduces a type constraint that does not appear in the input question, which is beneficial for selecting the correct answer. The third example highlights the benefit of extracted knowledge, which contains obscure assertions like “(changing light bulb, is-a, small building maintenance job).

Table 5.7 shows examples where OQA derives incorrect answers. The first example shows that the paraphrase operators can be too general, in this case overgeneralizing “animal” to “symbol.” This combines with California Water Service incorrectly matching California, resulting in the incorrect answer CWT. The second example shows two types of errors. First, the parser incorrectly treats “actor first” as an argument to a type constraint. Then, the execution operator (which ignores word order in keyword matching) matches
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Who did Michael J Fox marry?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parse</td>
<td>?x: (Michael J Fox, marry, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewrite</td>
<td>?x: (Michael J Fox, has wife, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute</td>
<td>Tracy Pollan:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Michael J. Fox, has wife, Tracy Pollan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>What are brake pads made of?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrase</td>
<td>What material are brake pads made of?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parse</td>
<td>?x: (?x, is-a, material) (brake pads, made of, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute</td>
<td>copper:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(copper, is-a, material)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(The brake pads, were made of, copper)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>What are some examples of building maintenance jobs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parse</td>
<td>?x: (?x, example of, building maintenance jobs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewrite</td>
<td>?x: (?x, is-a, building maintenance jobs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute</td>
<td>changing light bulb:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(changing light bulb, is-a, small building maintenance job)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Examples from the test data where OQA derives a correct answer.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>What animal represents California?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrase</td>
<td>What are California’s symbols?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parse</td>
<td>?x: (california, symbols, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute</td>
<td>CWT:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(California Water Service, Trading symbol, CWT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>What actor first portrayed James Bond?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parse</td>
<td>?x: (?x, is-a, actor first)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(?x, portrayed, James Bond)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute</td>
<td>Daniel Craig:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Daniel Craig, is-a, first class actor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Danny Craig, portrays, James Bond)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Who did George Washington admire?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parse</td>
<td>?x: (George Washington, admire, ?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute</td>
<td>presidents and generals:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(George Washington, was admired by,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>presidents and generals)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Example derivations from the test data where OQA derives an incorrect answer.
actor first with first class actor, resulting in the incorrect answer Daniel Craig. The third example shows that better features are needed to prevent errors like matching an active voice (“admire”) with the passive voice (“was admired by”).

5.11 Conclusion

We introduced OQA, a novel Open QA system that is the first to leverage both curated and extracted knowledge. We described inference and learning algorithms that OQA uses to derive high-confidence answers. Our experiments demonstrate that OQA generalizes well to unseen questions and makes improvements over a state-of-the-art Open QA baseline.
Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

This dissertation focused on solving the problem of Open QA, which aims to satisfy complex information needs that are currently underserved by today’s search engines. I described two major challenges for Open QA: knowledge acquisition and question interpretation. Chapter 2 discussed how the dominant approaches to question answering, answer retrieval and semantic parsing, are insufficient for Open QA. Answer retrieval systems are unable to answer complex questions that combine multiple pieces of evidence to derive an answer, while semantic parsing systems only work with small, single-domain knowledge bases.

My approach to Open QA is driven by my thesis statement that large-scale, open-domain information extraction can provide the necessary knowledge for Open QA, while community QA sites like WikiAnswers can be used to inform question interpretation. I presented three technical contributions, which attacked the problems of knowledge acquisition and question interpretation. The first contribution is the ReVerb Open IE system, which can be used to automatically extract a large, open-domain knowledge base from web text. ReVerb achieves higher precision and recall than previous approaches, while using a simpler model. The second contribution is the Paralex QA system, which uses the ReVerb knowledge base to answer questions. Paralex was the first Open QA system to use an extracted knowledge base, and leveraged the data from WikiAnswers using novel learning algorithms. The third and final contribution was the oqa system, which leveraged both extracted and curated knowledge bases for Open QA. oqa uses an accurate and robust scoring model, leading to higher performance than Paralex across multiple question sets.

This dissertation has presented first steps towards Open QA, but there is much work to be done. The rest of this chapter presents some open problems and ideas for future work on Open QA.
6.1 Machine Learning for Open QA

One future direction would be to enhance the learning algorithms used in the OQA system to achieve higher precision and recall. Some specific avenues that could be investigated include:

- **Modeling Answerability:** The OQA system has no way to judge whether a question is answerable given its knowledge. For example, OQA tries to answer the question “Should I remove my own wisdom teeth?” despite the fact that it is unlikely to be answerable under any knowledge base. This behavior can lower precision, since the system can often find a chain of operators leading to some answer. Explicitly modeling answerability could help increase precision by returning “no answer” for questions that are unlikely to be answerable.

- **Weak Supervision:** During learning, OQA updates its weights when its predicted answer is not in the ground-truth answer set, using exact string equality to evaluate set membership. This strict equality prevents OQA from using the free-text answers from WikiAnswers as a source of feedback. If OQA’s learning algorithm could be modified to use indirect sources of feedback, then this would allow the system to learn from the millions of example question-answer pairs from WikiAnswers and elsewhere. One possible direction would be to adapt the loss-driven learning that has been explored in single-domain semantic parsing (Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013).

6.2 Compositional Analysis of Questions

One major limitation of the OQA system is its reliance on templates for paraphrasing and question parsing. For simple questions, the template approach seems to have adequate coverage. However, as questions get longer and more complex, the chance of having the right combination of paraphrase and parsing templates decreases. For example, none of OQA’s templates match the “What is illegal in the US but legal in Mexico?” question from Chapter 1. A complete solution to this problem requires performing a compositional
semantic analysis of input questions, as is done in semantic parsing. However, combining this with the paraphrasing approach of Paralex and OQA is not straightforward.

Another challenge for handling more complex questions is that they are underrepresented in naturally occurring question sources like WikiAnswers, where the most frequent questions are the single-relation questions that can be answered using templates. Thus, a major research contribution would be the creation of an evaluation set of questions that are both open-domain and require a compositional analysis in order to derive a correct answer.

### 6.3 Question-Guided Information Extraction

In Chapter 2, I discussed two approaches to constructing a knowledge base: manual curation or automatic extraction. Both of these approaches suffer from the drawback that they are uninformed by the actual information needs of people. Curated knowledge bases reflect the biases of its curators; extracted knowledge bases reflect the biases of the corpus they were extracted from (Gordon and Van Durme, 2013). Both of these approaches may be out of touch with what questions people actually have.

A complete Open QA system should be able to identify when its knowledge base is incomplete and automatically attempt to extend it. While previous approaches to automatic knowledge base completion were limited to extracting new instances of a known relation, the input distribution to a QA system could be used to target new relationships that do not exist within the knowledge base. For example, if enough people ask questions like “Is (athlete) left-handed or right-handed?” the system could infer that it should extend its knowledge base to have a relationship whose domain is athletes and whose range is either “left-handed” or “right-handed.” A similar approach has been used for extracting attribute-value pairs using a search engine query log (Pasca and Van Durme, 2007), there has been no end-to-end QA system that modifies its knowledge in this way. The input questions to an Open QA system could serve as a strong and useful bias that is currently missing from Open Information Extraction techniques.
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